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Abstract: The paper aims to collect and discuss evidence for astrologers in
Egyptian temples during the Graeco-Roman period from several kinds of data,
including astrological and astronomical texts, inscriptions, and documentary
sources. Material evidence is also considered. It attempts to answer questions of
who could act as an astrologer and what knowledge was required to become one.
In addition, the paper discusses the position of astrologers in the temple hierarchy
and other areas of knowledge in which astrologers were involved.
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1 Introduction

Zodiacs appear as a new element in the decoration programmes of temples in the
Graeco-Roman period.1 The first tangible evidence comes from the late Ptolemaic
period, while most can be dated to the reign of the Caesars,2 a time when astrology
came into vogue across the Empire. This was a theological innovation that had a
deep impact on Egyptian society. It reached beyond the temples; tombs and coffins
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1 E.g. Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 7 and 203–212. Numerous studies of these have been con-
ducted, but this is not the place to provide references to specific items.
2 Quack 2018a: 81 re-dates the Esna zodiac to the second century AD, while it was previously
assumed to be Ptolemaic. There are, however, a fewmonuments that date to the reign of Cleopatra
VII and Caesarion. Baines 2020: 76, n. 84, puts forward the idea that the precise lifespan of
individuals mentioned in some of the Ptolemaic autobiographies—once pinpointed down to the
hour of birth—could indicate horoscopic or related practices. Yet, since similar practices appear in
such texts from earlier times, he questions a direct connection. In the Hellenic world, the tomb of
Antiochus I of Commagene poses another early example of monumentalising zodiacs or horo-
scopes (e.g. Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 14–16; Gieseler Greenbaum 2020: 452).
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could also be embellished with ornamentations involving the zodiac and related
concepts. While the depictions in the sepulchral sphere often attempt to configure
the planets and the zodiac signs to provide the date of birth of the interred per-
son(s), the temple zodiacs tend to depict the planets in their exaltation or houses.3

That is, they represent the themamundi,4 the arrangement of the celestial bodies at
the beginning of the world, and thus express ideas central to astrology as it was
practiced in Egypt. The thema mundi depicting the planets in their houses is in
itself an Egyptian concept that can be linked to the rising of Sothis at the beginning
of an Egyptian year.5

The connection between astrology and Egypt was already recognised in
antiquity: the Egyptians were often credited with the discovery of astrology.
The invention of the art was ascribed to the higher echelon of Egyptian society. The
adjutants of royalty or the royals themselves were said to have revealed the arcane
art in a glorious past. The famous sage Imhotep, son of Ptah, in the time of Pharaoh
Djoser, is found among the names of the discoverers.6 In Greek sources, he is often
referred to as Asclepius, and he can be accompanied by Hermes,7 who in the
Egyptian world, alongside the god of wisdom Thoth, was known as Amunhotep,
son of Hapu. Other individuals who passed this information down to later times
include the sages Petosiris or Petesis and King Necho II, often called Nechepso(s).8

Such attributions placed the birth of astrology in the great centres of Egyptian
learning, such as Heliopolis, Memphis, and Thebes. This image is common to both
Egyptian language sources and Greek papyrological ones.9 The latter of course
drew on the former. In the classical texts, other figures alsomake an appearance as
Egyptian authors of astrological treatises, including Chaeremon and Melampus,
whowere regarded as hierogrammateis.10 In addition, individualswho possessed a

3 See e.g. Neugebauer and vanHoesen 1959: 7; Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 202–203; Leitz 2006:
286–287.
4 E.g. Quack 2016: 233; von Lieven 2020: 417.
5 Leitz 2006: 287–289; Quack 2018a: 92; Nagel 2019: 264. The exaltations, on the other hand, have
a Babylonian background, being equivalent to the bīt niṣirti, “secret house” (Rochberg 1998:
47–50). See alsoHoffmann 2014: 83–84. Pries 2011: 28–29 points out that suchdepiction in temples
and tombs are associated with the Stundenwachen ritual. They would have been connected to the
division of nocturnal hours. Needless to say, such a symbolic extension of the zodiac would have
no practical value. Other instruments were used for the actual timekeeping (see n. 97 below).
6 Chauveau 1992: 102; Quack 2002a: 89–90; Ryholt 2009: 305–314; Winkler 2009: 373; Cauville
2010: 19 and 21; Quack 2016: 232–233.
7 See e.g. P.Louvre 2342bis from Upper Egypt (Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 42–43).
8 Ryholt 2011: 61–72. See alsoWinkler 2016: 248, n. 14, with further references; Quack and Ryholt
2019: 172–174.
9 Heilen 2015: 539–562; Altmann-Wendling 2019: 239–242.
10 E.g. Lippold 1931: 392–405; van der Horst 1987.
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less prominent place in the intellectual history of Egypt could be ascribed
authorship of astrological treatises. The prime example of this is found in
P.Vindob.Dem. 6614,11 which is attributed to a priest of Amunrasonther in
Thebes.12

It is clear that the art of astrology was highly revered; it had a place in the
intellectual spheremuch on the same level asmedicine,magic, various other types
of divinatory techniques, and several religious texts. Its place in Egyptian society
was clearly tied to the temple.13 The priests were the keepers of knowledge and
wisdom, the “scientists” of Egyptian society. The question is, therefore, who was
practicing this illustrious art in the Egyptian temples? Was it practiced only by a
select few, the higher strata of the manifold priesthoods, or was it pursued by
priests from a wider range of sacerdotal ranks?

2 What Were the Requirements?

What did an ancient Egyptian astrologer have to know in order to cast someone’s
nativity? Of course, knowledge of reading and writing were prerequisites, as well
as an awareness of the basics of astrology, for instance, the zodiac, but what
beyond this? The answer depends on the type of astrology that the particular
practitioner wanted to pursue.

The astrological manuals operated by the Egyptian temple astrologers dis-
played great variety. This material needs a far more detailed and penetrating
analysis than can be offered here to do them justice, yet a brief survey can be
offered. For natal astrology, the preserved Demotic handbooks of this kind suggest

11 The text was originally published by Reymond 1977: 143–157. It was not recognised as an
astrological treatise in the ed.pr. The content of the text was, however, understood by Smith 1985:
111–114; Hughes 1986: 69.
12 Quack 2002a: 90–91. The name of the alleged author is unfortunately lost, but Quack suggests
that there is a possibility that the named person was indeed a real person and not a figure of
legends. His titles are preserved. Though he carried the title wꜥb-priest, he belonged to the higher
sacerdotal ranks, being a hierogrammateus (sẖ n pr-ꜥnḫ).
13 E.g. Cumont 1937: 113–131; Jones 1994: 40–47; Evans 2004: 25–27. The Greek evidence
may suggest that there were practitioners of this art outside the temple sphere (e.g. Hübner 2020:
301–304). That astral knowledge diffused from the temples after having been practiced there is
hardly surprising in view of the fact that other types of divinatory techniques also left the confines
of the sacred precincts. It is possible that this can in part be connected with the demise of
institutionalised religion in Egypt by the third or early fourth century AD (see e.g. Love 2016:
261–271; Smith 2017: 421–537). Across the Empire as a whole, the connection to a priesthood is
perhaps less straightforward. It is commonly assumed that the majority of astrologers were free-
lancing practitioners (Rives 2011: 281–285).
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that there were two main types of techniques, based on which parameters were
primarily considered for establishing a prediction.14 One type primarily correlated
the position of the five planets (Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury) and
the two luminaries—the Sun and the Moon—with the zodiac signs. The positions
were then transposed onto, for instance, the Dodecatropos, a division of the sky
into 12 compartments, arranged counter-clockwise relative to the ascendant.15

These were believed to affect various aspects of the native’s life depending on
whether a planet was located there or not. The lots (see below) could also be
relevant, as well as the terms (dny.t) for establishing a detailed and correct
prognostication of an individual’s life.16 These are portions of every zodiac sign
assigned to each planet. When the celestial body occupied its own terms, it was
thought of as extra influential. The terms were also important for establishing the
extent of the native’s lifetime.

The second type ofmanual also depends on the zodiac, but divides each one of
the 12 signs, each of which occupies 30° of the ecliptic, into three segments of 10°.
Each such segment was associated with one of the 36 decans, i.e. three decans per
zodiac sign. Usually, the positions of the Sun and the Moon were specified in
relation to decans, less often also those of the planets.17

Most preserved texts making predictions about the well-being of the country
base their forecast on the appearance of Sothis.18 These treatises consider the
positions of the planets in the zodiac signs or the decans at the time of the star’s
rising, but weather phenomena and the colour of the star could likewise be taken
into account.19 Similar predictions were also connected to solar and lunar eclipses
and phenomena of the planet Mercury.20

The procedure that the astrologer needed to undertake in order to find the
positions of the planets consisted of several steps. First, of course, he needed to

14 Winkler 2009: 364–366.
15 E.g. Bouché-Leclercq 1899: 257–275; Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 7–8; von Lieven 1999:
100–101 and 123–124; Heilen 2015: 689–702.
16 See Winkler 2018: 304, n. 34. For the terms in general, see Bouché-Leclercq 1899: 206–215;
Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 12; Heilen 2010: 45–93; 2015: 718–731; Steele 2015: 187–215. For
earlier discussion, specific to previously published Egyptian material, see Depuydt 1994: 1–9;
Bohleke 1996: 11–46, esp. 34–46.
17 Chauveau 1992: 104. See also von Lieven 2000a: 26.
18 A published Demotic example is P.Cair. II 31222 from Tebtunis (Hughes 1951: 256–264). See
Quack 2017b: 200–201 for an improved translation. Recently Stadler 2018: 395–411 published
another Demotic example from Soknopaiou Nesos. The disaster year text of P.Carlsberg XI 22 is
related to this genre according to its editor. Texts in Greek include P.Gen. III 123; P.Merton II 57; P.
Oxy. XXXI 2554; LXV 4471–4472 (see also Jones 1998: 131–133 with further references).
19 Quack 2018a: 93.
20 See n. 86 below.
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know the date and the hour of the parturition (see below), and, ideally, also the
geographical location,21 since the length of the hour varies depending on the
geographical location. Based on this information he would be able to determine
the positions of the celestial bodies with the help of various tools, and these
positions could be written down. The result was a horoscope. With this informa-
tion, finally, the astrologer could turn to his manual to look up the relevant entries
before delivering the forecast to the client.

2.1 Horoscopes and Other Tools

Looking at the preserved horoscopes from Egypt,22 one can note variation in
format in both the Greek and Egyptian materials. It is possible to speak of deluxe
horoscopes, elaborate horoscopes, and basic horoscopes.23 The latter are by far the
most common type. Though these can be configured in a variety of ways,24 they all
provide essentially the same information. As a rule, they specify the location of the
Sun and the Moon, and that of the five planets as whole zodiac signs. This is
usually complemented by the position of the ascendant, i.e. the rising point of the
ecliptic. The date and time of the birth tend to be recorded as well (e.g. O.Berlin
6152).25What is referred to as an elaborate horoscope contains slightlymore detail.
The additional data is of both astronomical and astrological nature. The added
astronomical information usually consists of the precise longitude of the planets in
the zodiac signs. The astrological information is by and large contingent on the
astronomical, and can include further information on theDodecatropos, the terms,
and the lots (e.g. O.Ashm.Dem. 633; P.Oxy. II 307).26 The deluxe horoscopes are far
more advanced in terms of their underlying astronomical calculations. Here the
positions are often specified down to minutes, and they may include references to
decans and other astrological dignities (e.g. P.Lond. I 98 and 130).27 They are, so to

21 See Jones 2007: 309.
22 See Heilen 2015: 213–326;Winkler 2018: 298–308. A recent overview of the Demotic evidence is
furnished byRoss 2020: 509–526. For the Greek and Latin examples, see Gieseler Greenbaum2020:
443–471; Heilen 2020a: 428–446.
23 Jones 1999a: 249 makes a distinction between regular and deluxe horoscopes.
24 E.g. Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 162–163; Ross 2006: 156.
25 Neugebauer and Parker 1968: 234–235.
26 Winkler 2018: 304, n. 34; Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 19–20. The Demotic text is also
discussed by Gieseler Greenbaum 2020: 452 and 467; Ross 2020: 514–515. Both only refer to the ed.
pr. (Neugebauer and Parker 1968: 231–234).
27 Neugebauer and vanHoesen 1959: 21–38. SeeWinkler 2016: 263–267 for the firstmentioned one
(the so-called Old Coptic Horoscope). The latter is treated in great detail by Beck 2013: 397–406;
Heilen 2020b: 255–256 and 258–266.
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speak, lavish versions of the elaborate horoscopes, though admittedly it is
somewhat arbitrary where the line is to be drawn between each category.

How did the practitioner establish the positions found in a typical horoscope?
It seems that this could be a rather straightforward affair if one had access to
appropriate materials; all established positions were the result of “theory,
modelling, and calculations”.28 So what did the astrologer do? As mentioned
above, the first piece of information that the diviner requiredwas the date and time
of birth of his client. The date of birth would be necessary for establishing the
position of the planets and the two luminaries on a particular date, while the hour
of birth was required to determine the ascendant. It was also significant for various
other astrological implications: often a nocturnal birth meant a different future
than a diurnal one (see below). This information was probably conveyed orally to
the astrologer. There are, however, several examples where the dates were noted
down as a kind of an astrologer’s aide-mémoire.29

The ostracon OMM 423 from second century AD Narmouthis relates to
such a procedure. The text is an “astrological admonition”written in a mixed script
of Demotic and Greek. The relevant part of the text reads as follows: “Bring the great
pinaxand comewith apen and the great list of regnal year 3 ofPetosiris aswell as the
horoscope ⟨book⟩!” (ı͗n tꜣy πυν\αγὶϲ/ ꜥꜣ r-my ı͗rm tꜣy wpy ꜥꜣ {ı͗rm} ḥsb.t 3.t Πετοϲῖρι̣\ϲ/
ı͗rm pꜣy ⟨ḏmꜥ⟩ὡροϲκο\πικῶν/).30 The text reveals that an astrologer needed at least
three tools to produce a horoscope in addition to a pen. The latter was mentioned,
most probably, because the practitioner had to excerpt information from the two
“books”. Secondly, he could use a pinax.31 This device is a board that could bemade
of various materials, such as wood or ivory. It commonly depicts the heavens with,
for instance, a zodiac. The position of the celestial bodies and other astrologically
relevant points could be visualised with the help of various markers, for which
gemstones were preferably used. The text may suggest that the astrologer used the
pinaxduringhis calculations, but it is also clear fromother texts, e.g.O.Narm.Dem. II
82.1–7 (see below) that it was used when meeting the client. Another vivid example
of how a pinax was used is put forward by an episode in the Alexander Romance

28 Jones 2007: 310.
29 A few such texts have been published in Demotic (e.g. Hoffmann 1995: 22–26; Menchetti 2009:
227–230; Ross 2009) and Greek (e.g. Bastianini and Gallazzi 1990: 5–7; Menchetti and Pintaudi
2007: 234–241).
30 Menchetti 2009: 231–232.
31 E.g. Nenna 2002: 355–376; Evans 2004: 4–14; Gieseler Greenbaum and Ross 2015: 109–129;
Nawotka 2017: 52; Gieseler Greenbaum 2020: 457–458. See Gury 1996: 257; Hübner 2020: 314–315
for general overviews of the instruments and tools that could have been employed by an astrol-
oger. It is unlikely that the equipment described would have been in the possession of every
practitioner.
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when King Nectanebo casts the horoscope of Queen Olympias.32 This literary text
doesnotmention anywritten tools thatmayhavebeenusedbyEgyptian astrologers.
The ostracon mentions two items that may be such tools, namely a “great list of
regnal year 3 of Petosiris” and a “horoscope ⟨book⟩”. In what follows, an attempt is
made to answer the question of what information these texts may have contained.

2.2 Astronomical Texts

As already mentioned, one of the first steps that the astrologer needed to take was
to determine the positions of the planets on the date provided to him. He could
check it against the information found in so-called sign entry almanacs, of which
there are several Egyptian examples including the so-called Stobart Tables and
P.Berlin 8279.33 These texts, which have been preserved in the two languages in
use in Egypt during the relevant period,34 contain extensive lists of dates on which
the five planets enter a new zodiac sign. They usually cover several years and the
information is rather unprecise. This fact explains the rudimentary nature of most
horoscopes, which only report the position of the planets in terms of a whole sign.
With the help of sign-entry almanacs, it is a fairly straightforward affair to establish
a regular, simple horoscope. For more precise calculations other tools could be
used. For instance, the Roman-period P.Monts.Roca. inv. 314 included synodic
phenomena in addition to sign entries, and P.Carlsberg 32 contains a table with
daily positions of Mercury as a morning star.35 Other Demotic texts from the same
period include O.Ashm.Dem. 483, which contains instructions for computing the
first appearance of said planet as an evening star using a Babylonian model. On
this ostracon the number of revolutions of the synodic phenomenon around the
zodiac is referred to as “great year” (rnp.t ꜥꜣ.t) which alludes to the terminology used

32 See Evans 2004: 4–7; Nawotka 2017: 52–55.
33 Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 225–240. For additional fragments belonging to the Berlin
papyrus, see Hoffmann 1999: 24–26. Note that some of the birth notes (e.g. O.Narm.Dem I 22
[Menchetti 2009: 228]) use a similar format for providing the date of the nativity as the entries in the
almanacs. It is givenwith only numbers (year,month, day, hour) instead of the traditionalmethod.
Some Greek texts of this kind employ the same system.
34 It has to be assumed that at least some astrologers engaged with materials in both languages
(Ross 2020: 511–514). The final product, either the forecasts or the language of the horoscope, does
not necessarily reflect the language of the sources used by the astrologer. A case in point is the so-
called Old Coptic Horoscope (see n. 27 above), where the astronomical calculations are written in
Greek, but the majority of the forecasts—a rare phenomenon for horoscopes—are in Egyptian. The
choice of language presumably depended on the wishes of the customer and the ability of the
practitioner. See Jones 1999a: 1.113–119 and 175–177 for an overview of relevantmaterials in Greek.
35 Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 240–241; Escolano-Poveda 2018/2019: 1–36.
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for the lunar cycle.36 The corpus to which this text belongs also contains other
procedures, such as for calculating the first visibility of the planet as a morning
star.37 P.Flor. 44 belongs to the same category of texts.38 These treatises could be
used to produce various kinds of tables,39 and therefore also, if needed, tables with
daily positions of the planets.40 But not all astrologers may have been able to use
such tools.41

That is not all, however. The Sun and the Moon are not accounted for in
the so-called sign entry almanacs, nor is the ascendant. The position of the
Sun could probably be established through simple rules of thumb. In the
framework of the Egyptian calendar, the position of the Sun changes roughly by a
whole sign every century. Using the Alexandrian calendar, whichwas introduced
under Augustus, there is almost no change in position between two instances of
the same calendar date.42

The Moon, however, is a more complicated affair. The movement of the Moon
is not as easily predicted, but various texts in both Demotic and Greek were

36 Ossendrijver and Winkler 2018: 382–419, esp. 386–388. The term was misread but correctly
understood in the ed.pr. (see Quack 2019: 21). In relation to the Moon, it refers to a year of 13 lunar
months (e.g. Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 225). Note that similar terminology is employed in P.
Monts.Roca inv. 314, where the term 15.nt, which usually signifies a Full-Moon day, is used to
denote the acronical rising of a planet (Escolano-Poveda 2018/2019: 24–25). This suggests that
planetary phenomena were modelled on the lunar cycle; detailed knowledge of the latter must
have been older.
37 It is to be assumed that they belonged to the toolbox of an astronomer capable of producing
tables of planetary positions, i.e. someone with a profound understanding of astronomy. In this
connection, note that Jones 2007: 311 has suggested that most astronomical tables were not
produced by the astrologers themselves but supplied by more learned individuals.
38 Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 250–251. See also Quack 2016: 234–235; 2019: 21.
39 See e.g. Jones 1999b: 299–340.
40 Jones 2012: 60.
41 This is the view of Jones 2007: 311; Stockhusen 2012a: 103.
42 If the astrologer did not know this by heart, having access to a text like the one found on O.
Stras.Dem. 521 (Neugebauer 1942: 246; 1943: 121–122) would enable him to know the zodiacal sign
of the Sun for each month. The manuscript dates to the Roman period. However, an earlier date is
suggested by the correlation between the month of Thoth (tpy ꜣḫ.t) and Scorpio, which fits a date
between the 30th Dynasty and the early Ptolemaic period for the Egyptian calendar. It is probable
that the list was originally compiled in this period and not updated thereafter. In this time span, a
date of composition in or close to the reigns of Ptolemy I Soter or Ptolemy II Philadelphus is most
probable, at least if one assumes that the first day of the year should approximately agree with the
conditions described by the text. An earlier or later date in this interval would produce too short a
time span during which the correlations between the Sun and the zodiac signs are in reasonable
agreement. The text is, therefore, potentially the earliest attestation of the zodiac in an Egyptian
text (Neugebauer 1943: 121; Quack 2018a: 82). See Ross 2007: 166–169 for a text that possibly
contains part of a procedure to establish the position of the Sun.
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available for establishing its position fairly precisely.43 P.Carlsberg 638,44 for
instance, is a so-called lunar ephemeris with daily positions of the Moon for the
year AD 13/14, although only the period between late August and early September
is preserved, i.e. the first month of the Egyptian year according to the Alexandrian
calendar. The positions are given in relation to the zodiac and expressed in whole
degrees. According to the editors the text was composed in close proximity to the
dates covered by the tables.45 Other relevant texts include O.Berlin 30539,46 which
contains dates of the New Moon in the year AD 184/185, the 25th regnal year of
Commodus. The text also provides the hour of this phenomenon. P.Vindob.Dem.
4876,47 from Soknopaiou Nesos of the Roman period, on the other hand, provides
dates and hours that could pertain to the Full Moon.48

An earlier text, P.Berlin 13146–749 fromAbusir el-Melek, contains a list of lunar
eclipses, of which the dates and the zodiacal signs are specified. The calculations
are based on the Callippic cycle50 and the dates fit the interval 84–73 BC. It has
therefore been suggested that the text was written a few years before this interval.
Note that the papyrus is the earliest firm attestation of the zodiac in a text written in
Egyptian.51 Finally, any survey of Egyptian texts relating to the calculation of lunar
positions must mention P.Carlsberg 9,52 from Soknopaiou Nesos,53 which can be
dated to the second centuryAD. The text contains a table of the first lunar days over
a span of 25 years of the civil calendar, or 309 lunar months.54 The Greek P.Ryl. IV

43 An overview of texts relating to various lunar phenomena is provided by Altmann-Wendling
2018: 788–792; 2019: 219–223. See also Jones 1999a: 1.175–176; Hoffmann 2010: 236.
44 Hoffmann and Jones 2006/2007: 10–20.
45 The text uses the so-called Standard Lunar Scheme, which, therefore, is to be dated to the first
century BC according to the editors of the papyrus (Jones 1999a: 1.175–176).
46 Hoffmann 2010: 233–236.
47 Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 243–250.
48 Altmann-Wendling 2018: 792; 2019: 223.
49 Neugebauer, Parker, and Zauzich 1981: 312–327 (see also Jones 1999a: 1.14). The other side also
relates to similar matters; it contains predictions for the first day of every season (Parker and
Zauzich 1981: 472–479), i.e. information which would be typical for any temple astronomer (see
below).
50 Jones 1999a: 1.14; Hoffmann 2014: 85.
51 These are alreadymentioned in, for instance, the Greek P.Hib. I 27 of the early third century BC,
which contains a cult calendar for the Egyptian rituals connected to astronomical events.
52 E.g. Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 220–225. Additional fragments were published by Zauzich
1974: 157–158; Hoffmann 1997/1998: 34–37. The standard treatment of the text is Depuydt 1998a:
1277–1297. For a recent comprehensive interpretation of this text, see: Depuydt 2016: 39–60 with
further references.
53 See Quack 2017a: 199, n. 5.
54 See the recent note by Spalinger 2017: 377–381 on the potential origin of the 25-year Egyptian
lunar cycle.
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589, which dates to the second century BC, contains a similar table, though
another type of lunar cycle is used. A number of Greek texts calculate several other
lunar phenomena, such as apogees and latitudes.55 What all of these texts
demonstrate is that the knowledge to calculate the path and phases of the Moon
and other celestial bodies was amply available in those environments where one
expects to find astrologers.56 Even if an astrologer lacked the capacity to produce
such texts himself, he could surely consult them.

Finally, the ascendant would need to be established. The zodiac sign in
which the ascendant is located changes approximately every second hour.
However, the Sun moves through the zodiacal signs by roughly one degree per
day. Consequently, at the same hour a month later another sign will rise on the
eastern horizon. The use of seasonal hours in antiquity complicates matters if
the ascendant is to be determined accurately for the hour of birth as specified by
the client. Seasonal hours vary in length depending on the date and geographical
latitude. Thus, the astrologer would need to take account of these factors when
establishing the ascendant. Indeed, certain texts explain the variation of the length
of the hour throughout the year.57 Access to these texts, or rather knowledge of how
they functioned, may not have been available to all, but being able to establish the
correct hour was one of themain responsibilities of an Egyptian astronomer, and it
was a type of knowledge prestigious enough to deserve space in several in-
scriptions of owned by astronomers (see below).

Following A. Menchetti, who edited OMM 423, the “horoscope ⟨book⟩” could
have been a sort of table that provided the rising times of the zodiac signs or
similar.58 Such a tool would obviously smoothen the process considerably and
facilitate the precise computation of the ascendant. Yet, due to the wide use of the
term “horoscope” other kinds of texts could have been implied.59 The “great list of
regnal year 3”60 could have been a “sign entry almanac” according to the ed.pr.61

But since it is specified as pertaining to a particular year, there are several other

55 See e.g. Altmann-Wendling 2019: 221–222.
56 Note that there are examples of horoscopes that only contain whole sign entries for the planets
but can provide longitudes for the Moon. Examples include O.Neugeb. 1–4.
57 Naether and Ross 2008: 50–90; Hoffmann 2017: 135–153.
58 See Jones 1999a: 1.283; Heilen 2020b: 257–258.
59 Cf. Heilen 2016: 534; Giseler Greenbaum 2020: 443–444 and 447.
60 Menchetti 2009: 232 suggests that the name attributed to the list signifies one of the local
practitioners who owned the table in question. This is of course a prudent assumption but one
cannot but wonder if the text in fact was not attributed to the great sage associated with astrology.
Although he is not primarily associated with composing almanacs, Petosiris is connected to the
elementary astrological teachings regarding the celestial bodies (Heilen 2015: 48), and knowledge
of these could enable the computation of such tables.
61 Menchetti 2009: 232.
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types of texts to which it may belong, such as a monthly almanac with planetary
positions covering a particular year.62 Here P.Lond. I 130, a Greek horoscope,
should bementioned, which, similarly to OMM 423, refers to equipment to be used
in an astrological procedure. The text was compiled in Hermopolis by a certain
Titus Pitenius for someone called Hermon. In the preamble, the practitioner boasts
about having used an astronomical table compiled by the Egyptians of old, a so-
called “Perpetual Table” (κάνων αἰώνιοϲ). These tables probably enabled the
astrologer to calculate planetary positions down to at least a degree, but their exact
content and arrangement remain elusive.63

A. Jones has suggested that even without many of the texts described above,
a person with access to the most basic of tools, a sign entry almanac, would have
needed very little astronomical knowledge to cast a basic horoscope.64 Thus, ac-
cess to written materials of the kind described above, such as various almanacs
and tables containing rising times, would have been a primary concern.

2.3 Establishing Forecasts

Focussing on a few so-called planetary astrological texts, i.e. those which pri-
marily rely on the position of the seven planets in the zodiac, it can be noted that
they, similarly to the horoscopes, represent different levels of astrological
advancement. One can hypothesise that the different manuals also required
different levels of astronomical knowledge if they were to be used to their full
extent. The simplest version of an astrologicalmanual of this type is represented by
the Roman-period P.Berlin 834565 from SoknopaiouNesos. Of this text, only part of
the systematic catalogue is preserved, that is, the section with a systematic list of
the configurations of planets, zodiacal signs and their subdivisions with the
accompanying forecasts. Usually each configuration produced a series of prog-
nostications. The simplicity of P.Berlin 8345 manifests itself in the fact that only a
planet’s position in one of the places of the Dodecatropos is considered. Even the
simplest horoscopes provide more information than that. From what is preserved,
the text does not appear to consider whether a birth was nocturnal or diurnal,66

while this information was—as already stated—part of the standard information of

62 See e.g. Jones 1999a: 1.175–177.
63 Heilen 2020b: 260.
64 Jones 2007: 311; Jones 2012: 60; Stockhusen 2012a: 103.
65 The ed.pr. is furnished by Spiegelberg 1902: 28, pl. 97, while the first complete translation and
commentary is Hughes 1986. See Quack 2008: 368–370 for an updated translation into German.
66 It is of course conceivable that the forecasts in the systematic catalogue were divided into
nocturnal and diurnal sections, introduced by a heading at the beginning of each such section and
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a horoscope. The only thing the astrologer had to do once he had the standard
information for a horoscope in front of him was to take note of the zodiacal sign of
the ascendant. Proceeding in counter-clockwise fashion, he could then establish in
what places of the Dodecatropos the planets were located.

The standard simple horoscope does not contain enough information to make
full use of such astrological manuals as the three manuscripts P.Carlsberg 81,
P.Carlsberg 89, and PSI inv. D 3467 from Roman Tebtunis. In the preserved part of
its systematic catalogue, the main factor upon which the prognostications are
established is the relation between a planet and one of the 12 places of the
Dodecatropos. But the text also considers whether it was a nocturnal or diurnal
birth along with the planetary dignities (qnḥy.t)68 and the lots.69

The text by and large follows the same approach as found in the doctrines of
the Graeco-Roman astrologers. It incorporates, for instance, the exaltations, the
planetary houses, and trines. Given that the text contains a table of terms, also the
terms are considered for establishing prognostications from the planetary posi-
tions. From what is preserved of the text, the phraseology suggests that it did not
matter whether a planet was in its house or in its exaltation: it would by and large
produce the same outcome; however, the absence of a planet from its house or its
exaltation was significant.70

For some dignities, a regular horoscope would do. This would be the case for
the trines, if they are defined in terms of whole signs, and the planetary houses. Yet
to determine the exaltations or the terms, more detailed positional information
would be required. Such information is only preserved in the so-called elaborate or
deluxe horoscopes, in which the longitude of a planet in a particular zodiac sign is
registered. The Egyptian astrologers at Tebtunis, or at least some of them, were
clearly expected to perform more advanced astrological consultations that
requiredmore skills than implied by themajority of the preserved horoscopes from
Egypt. In order to produce a more advanced horoscope the astrologer could not
simply resort to the “sign entry almanacs” but needed to consult the exact position
of the celestial bodies, or to calculate them himself, for instance by employing

that this division is not apparent in the subsection. There is, however, no evidence that this was the
case.
67 Winkler 2016: 247.
68 SeeWinkler 2016: 256–257 for the term in question and Gieseler Greenbaum 2020: 462–464 for
the dignities.
69 See Gieseler Greenbaum 2016: 279–335 for the concept of the lots in Graeco-Roman astrology.
One fragment talks about finding the Evil Daimon ([pꜣ] ⌈gy⌉ n gm pꜣ sšl n ms.t⸗f). If correctly
understood, this is a lot situated 180° opposite the Lot of Daimon.
70 Winkler 2016: 255.
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so-called primary tables.71 It is clear that such documents were available in the
temples, such as the one in Tebtunis, and that they were written in both Demotic
and Greek.72

The astrologerwho used the astrologicalmanual known as P.Carlsberg 420 (see
below), as far as can be judged from the preserved fragments, would not have been
successful only using the simplest of methods. For example, themanual establishes
predictionsbasedon thepresence ofplanets in their terms.73 For this, the knowledge
of exact longitudeswould be necessary. Even if the user of themanual did not know
the terms by heart, he could have consulted a table of terms on a separate sheet of
papyrus, such as that found in P.CtYBR 1132.74 As the astrologer looked through the
systematic catalogue, the sheet (or in fact shorter scroll) could function as a handy
reference tool assuming the horoscope only contained the longitudes. It would also
assist in writing down the position in a horoscope, if the terms were noted there as
the case is with, for example, O.Ashm.Dem. 633.

Other astrological texts employ different operating principles.75 These
demonstrate that a variety of hermeneutical methods were available to decipher
the positions of the planets and also that varying efforts were put into the casting of
nativities. The reason behind the differentmethods is not always easy to grasp. The
complexity of a horoscope must to some extent have depended on the financial
means of a client and on his or her preparedness to remunerate the practitioner. As
already stated above, most horoscopes were of the basic kind. These were un-
doubtedly cheaper to produce than themore lavish ones.76 Personal investment in

71 Jones 2007: 311.
72 One example is the above-mentioned P.Carlsberg 32 (see Quack 2019: 21). See also Jones and
Perale 2011: 39–50; 2012: 308–343; Ryholt 2018: 144. The fact that the Egyptian priesthood in some
capacity was the intermediary for disseminating Babylonian astral knowledge to the Greek
speaking world (e.g. Jones 1999b: 335–336; Hoffmann 2014: 80–88; Ossendrijver and Winkler
2018: 410–411; Escolano-Poveda 2018/2019: 29–31) means that the presence of such materials is
not surprising.
73 A formula introducing the predictions can read: “The one who was born when Mars was in the
terms (lit. part) of Mercury” (pꜣy-ms⸗w r Ḥr-tšy ḥr tꜣ dny.t n Swgꜣ …), though a host of other
parameters are taken into consideration throughout the manual.
74 The heading of the table is largely lost but contains the word dny.t, “terms”.
75 For the manuals that base their forecasts on the Sun and the Moon in the decans, as part of the
zodiac signs, the practitionermust probably have relied on the so-called elaborate horoscopes; the
position of the Sunwould be easy to find out once the datewas known,while theMoon, depending
on the hour and the position among other factors, can be found in up to three different decans
during the 24-hour day. Thus, its daily motion would have to be considered and determined down
to the hour.
76 Heilen 2020a: 493. The fact that horoscopes of varying complexity can be found together on the
samepiece of papyrus (e.g.P.Oxy. XII 3298) favours the view—althoughnot ineluctably so—that an
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the art as well as astronomical skills may also have played a role, as already
suggested by Jones.77 The next question one can ask is therefore what can be
determined about who had access to such knowledge.

3 Astrologers and Access to Astral Knowledge

Astronomers possessed the skills for making a prognostication of an individual’s
future bymeans of the planets (see below), but were the priests who were engaged
as temple astronomers, along with the hierogrammetus, the only ones who were
able to do so?78 And is it possible that those engaged in casting horoscopes also
possessed specialist knowledge in other areas? Were others besides these priests
allowed to acquire such skills?

O.Narm.Dem. II 82.1–7 is one of many texts from Narmouthis relevant
for an enquiry into the social world of the astrologer. Although the precise
nature of the document remains a matter of debate, it relates to an astrological
consultation. The text is directed to an astrologer or perhaps an aspiring
one. It begins as follows: “Another matter in relation to waking in the
great place. When you write and arrange your astrological board and your
calculations, do not allow the young boy to discover your calculations”
(k.t-md.t (n) rs ẖn tꜣ s.t ꜥꜣ(.t) ı͗.ı͗r⸗k sẖ ı͗.ı͗r⸗k pꜣy⸗k pynkꜣ pꜣy⸗k gꜣy-rḫ n.ı͗m⸗w ꜥn r-tm
dı͗.t ı͗r pꜣy ḫl gm pꜣy⸗k gꜣy-rḫ).

From thephrasing of these lines, it is obvious that the astrological consultation
is supposed to take place in a temple environment (s.t ꜥꜣ.t).79 The passage can be
interpreted in two ways. It can be understood either to refer to an astrological
consultation in which a practitioner is casting the horoscope for a young client or

astrologer often could compilemore complex horoscopes than he in fact usually did. Amotivation
would naturally have been a higher profit.
77 E.g. Jones 2012: 60.
78 See n. 105 below.
79 The location is connected to various cultic activities (Smith 2005: 228). That the inner parts of
the temple were used for undertakings not directly connected to the cult, such as magic and
astrology, is also seemingly confirmed by a number of Greek texts regarding suchmatters (see e.g.
Moyer 2011: 209 and 254). That such business can be regarded as part of the priest’s “private
affairs” is further suggested by O.Narm.Dem. I 27.12–15, which gives the practitioner instructions
on how to handle the economic recompense that camewith such a procedure.Menchetti 2009: 223,
n. 5, suggests that the money was paid in instalments, part of the sum before the procedure began
and then two more, perhaps when the horoscope was presented, and, possibly, after the
consultation. The common image of a Roman period astrologer’s ability to survive is based on
whether he was able to collect fees for his services (Rives 2011: 685). See also Hübner 2020: 318.
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as describing part of the teaching process of astrology. In the latter case, the young
boy would refer to the apprentice, who is not yet allowed to learn all the steps of
such a process. In this first scenario, the quoted passage can be understood as
assuring that astral knowledge was not disseminated to the populace, for instance
by not revealing the method for computing planetary positions or check their
astrological significance in handbooks. The interaction between the astrologer and
the customer would be limited to delivering the forecast, and perhaps illustrating
the positions with a pinax. The preparations were to be kept secret, and therefore
the text on the ostracon can be viewed as an admonition to keep the knowledge
within the group of practitioners. One can imagine that in this way competition
could be kept at bay and an “authoritative mysticism”80 vis à vis the customer
could be maintained.

In the case of the second interpretation, that it concerned the relation between
a master and an apprentice, the trainee would only be allowed to obtain insight
into the working methods of astrology once he was ready, having reached the
appropriate stages of his sacerdotal training. The priests are known to have gone
through several steps in their education. One source that gives insight into this
process and at the same time refers to astral knowledge is the so-called Book of
the Temple.81 In one section of the text that has been discussed thoroughly by
J. F. Quack, one learns that priestly candidates of the higher orders (children of the
prophets, the lector priests, and the superior priests [wꜥb.w ꜥꜣ.w]82) had a partially
shared schooling,83 and that the highest-ranking among them, the children of the
prophets, would go through additional stages.

80 Cf. Dieleman 2005: 185–284. The performance could also involve some more dramatic ele-
ments (Gury 1996: 255–256). Rives 2011: 681 stresses that further social authority came with pos-
sessing otherwise inaccessible knowledge. That was surely the case for freelancing practitioners
and cannot be denied in the case of the temple servants either, who alreadywould have possessed
such means through their sacerdotal role.
81 E.g. Quack 2003: 11–18 and Quack in this volume.
82 de Meulenaere 1955: 219–225; Quack 2002b: 164; Smith 2009: 360; Wegner 2011: 117, n. 2;
Smith 2017: 451; Leroux 2018: 10–11 and 207. The titlewꜥb ꜥꜣ also appears in conjunction with that
of a prophet (ḥm-nṯr) in O.Ḥor 31.1–2. The connection is also attested at, for instance, Dendara
(see e.g. Derchain-Urtel 1989: 171, 175–176, 188, and 193). Such priests are, furthermore,
encountered on a number of statues of the Ptolemaic period from various parts of Egypt, e.g.
Cairo CG 689 (Zivie-Coche 2004: 140–181); BM EA 48038 (Birk 2020: 418). A few papyri con-
taining the Books of Breathing also belonged to such dignitaries, e.g. P.Louvre N 3179; 3291
(Herbin 2008: 205–207). The scribe who copied the so-called Book of the Fayum (Beinlich 2014),
was a wꜥb ꜥꜣ and a “priest who conducts the rituals” (wꜥb nty ı͗r ḥny) (see Ryholt 2019: 507, n. 21).
The title is attested up until the mid-fifth century AD in connection to the goddess Isis at Philae
(Graf.Phil. 365).
83 Quack 2002b: 161 and 164–165.
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These stages include an acquaintance with various forms of cultic knowledge
as well as reading and writing religious scriptures. In the penultimate stage, it
seems that medicine was on the curriculum.84 In the fourth and final stage of
their education, the candidates were supposed to learn, among other skills,
“eclipse omens” (sḫn ı͗by.t)—though the passage can also be read as “omens and
eclipses”.85 “Eclipse omens” does not necessarily imply a deep understanding of
the astronomical mechanisms behind these phenomena. The passage could refer
to making forecasts based on observed eclipses. It could in theory be limited to
access to texts that explain the outcome of eclipses such as the “Vienna Papyrus on
Eclipses and Lunar Omens”.86 As seen in the inscriptions from Dakke and Philae
(see below), however, knowledge of the timing of eclipses was stressed. Being able
to predict and understand eclipses entailed a higher level of astronomical
knowledge. It is possible, therefore, that the passage describes the candidates
going through this step of education as obtaining training in advanced astral
knowledge, or at least it could be understood as such in later times when there
were additional techniques pertaining to celestial divination.

Considering that the text was composed before the advent of natal
astrology,87 it is possible that this form of divination was later subsumed under
the heading of omens88 or was even understood as an extension of “eclipse
omens”. It is of course also imaginable that there was a stark division between
making forecasts on the basis of eclipses and regular natal astrology. The former
concerned political events and the well-being of the country, delicate matters
that may not have been entrusted to just anyone, thus being reserved for the
highest stratum of temple servants. One would then also expect a similar limi-
tation to apply to the so-called Sothis texts, which make the same kind of
prognostications as the eclipse omens, to a small number of individuals at the top
of the temple hierarchy. Natal astrology could have been be a pursuit that anyone
with the right skillset would be allowed to engage in, while access to universal
astrology or celestial divination was more restricted. Considering the numbers of

84 Quack 2002b: 167–168.
85 Ryholt 2005: 162, n. 97.
86 The ed.pr. was furnished by Parker 1959. Quack 2017b: 201–203 has provided an updated
translation of part of the text. See also Altmann-Wendling 2018: 794–799. Other similarly relevant
texts are discussed by Stockhusen 2012b: 457–463; Quack 2017b: 198–206. Texts concerning
various Mercury phenomena served the same purpose. It is possible that the planet was chosen as
a good focus point for predictions due to its seemingly irregular motion across the sky.
87 Quack argues cogently that the text is older than the manuscripts in which it is found.
88 Sḫn can be used to denote the “influences” of various stellar configurations (Hughes 1986: 58),
but the term is also used in the so-called New Kingdom Menologion (Vernus 1981: 89–124).
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Sothis texts surviving from, for instance, Tebtunis, this hypothesis seems difficult
to maintain, however.89

The same can be inferred from P.Berlin 13146–7, whose recto side treats lunar
eclipses, while the other side, the verso, concerns calculations of the first day of the
first season throughout the year.90 The manuscript may have belonged to a
prophet or the like, but more likely it comes from an “astronomer’s workshop”.
Recall that the “Book of the Temple” does not specify whether the “eclipse omens”
of the fourth stage of education deal with solar or lunar eclipses, or both. The
second text on P.Berlin 13146–7 can be viewed as an appropriate part of any temple
astronomer’s toolbox (see below). Though the recto may have been discarded by
the person who inscribed the verso, he did have access to that information. This
text could thus indicate that some regular astronomers, and not only the prophets
or other higher-ranking temple officials, had access to texts about eclipse
prediction. Perhaps, therefore, the text of the “Book of the Temple” should be
understood as describing what the prophet was expected to learn without
any claims that other categories of priests were excluded from gaining such
knowledge. Other sections of the treatise also make clear that the particular tasks
ascribed to specific offices in the temple were often shared. Thus, astral knowledge
does not seem to have been a secret within a fairly small “in group”.

4 Astral Knowledge and the Temple

One question that has to be answered is who was the primary practitioner
of astrology in a temple environment. Asmentioned, it is natural to assume that the
temple astronomers91 would be able to perform such consultations.92 But before

89 The papyrus PSI inv. D 39 from Tebtunis contains two astrological texts. One is a natal astro-
logical manual that bases its predictions on the presence of the two luminaries in various decans,
while the secondmakespredictionsbasedon theappearance of Sothis. Each text occupies oneside of
the papyrus roll. Though it appears as if the two texts were written by two different individuals, it is
conceivable that the two could have been used by one and the same practitioner. The latter text may
have been “inherited” and its back reused for the other. Perhaps the so-called Sothis text was
discarded and not of any interest to the individual whowrote down the natal astrological text, but in
theory he could have had access to such knowledge through the “backside” of his manual. Among
Graeco-Roman astrologers, for example Hephaestion of Thebes, it seems that engagement in both
these spheres was common.
90 See n. 49 above.
91 People with various titles that can be designated as astronomers are attested from the Old
Kingdom (5th Dyn.) until the Roman period (see Fissolo 2001: 15–21; Lull 2004: 63–78; Altmann-
Wendling 2018: 782–788).
92 Jones 1994: 42–43; Dieleman 2003: 278.
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embarking on an exploration of this ostensibly obvious hypothesis, it must be
pointed out that the English translation of the most common Egyptian title
designating such people, wnw.ty in older texts and ı͗my-wnw.t in younger ones,93

as “astronomer” is a slight misnomer. The title is literally “Who is in the Hour” and
describes by and large the duties of this person.94 The primary responsibility of this
priest was to establish the length of the day, the seasons, the year, and the hour
when the cultic rites were to be performed95 aswell as, for instance, finding the time
when the inundation was supposed to start.96 Being responsible for knowing and
announcing the hour when the rituals were going to be performed, he needed to
know the length of the seasonal hours.97 It seems that this was by and large an
observational duty, as is suggested by preserved astronomical instruments,98 unlike
the establishment of the positions of the celestial bodies on a horoscope.99 However,

93 The Demotic title can also be written as wnm-wnw.t (Quack and Ryholt 2019: 167), which
reflects the tradition mentioned by Horapollo (1.42). Graf.Phil. 65.4–5 can also be added to the
examples provided by Quack and Ryholt.
94 See e.g. Derchain-Urtel 1989: 178–180; Daoud 1993: 262–264; Quaegebeur 1995: 150–151;
Vittmann 1998: 322–324; Fissolo 2001: 15–24; Dieleman 2003: 278; Birk 2014: 83–84;Winkler 2016:
270; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 110–113. Three other titles that designated
astronomers are wnwn (see n. 128 below), ı͗my-p.t, and ı͗mw-p.t (von Lieven 2020: 423–424 and in
this volume).
95 The inscription found on the 26th Dynasty palm staff (Berlin 14084) of the astronomer
(ı͗my-wnw.t) Hor (Borchardt 1899: 10–17) is an excellent illustration of these tasks: “The one who is
vigilant (rs-ḥr) concerning the conduct (sšm) of the feast, who places everything in its hour (dı͗.t ḥr
nb ḥr wnw.t⸗sn)”.
96 Sauneron 1959: 36–41; Osing 1985: 100–101; Török 2009: 459–460; Birk 2014: 83 and 86; von
Lieven 2020: 423–425.
97 For time reckoning in general, see the recent treatments of von Lieven and Schomberg 2020:
52–89; Symons 2020: 14–51.
98 von Lieven and Schomberg 2020: 52–89; Symons 2020: 14–51. See also e.g. Menchetti and
Pintaudi 2010: 269–277; Hoffmann 2016: 342–375. Von Lieven 2020: 423–424, n. 28, stresses the
observational character of the astronomers by pointing to the fact that the title (wnw.ty/ı͗my-wnw.t)
can be written with an eye determinative (Wb. I: 316.2 and 317.9). The temple roof is commonly
regarded as the area where the astronomers made their observations (Wild 1970: 122–125;
Derchain-Urtel 1989: 178; Fissolo 2001: 18; Jacquet-Gordon 2003: 5) as seems to be the implication
of, for instance, the stela Flor. inv. 6371 (Bosticco 1965: 42–43). An observatory has been found at
Meroë (Depuydt 1998b: 171–181; Logan and Williams 2000: 59–82), but the edifice is not situated
on the roof. At Karnak there are at least three graffiti of gnomons (Trauneker 1993: 89, n. 16) among
depictions of other temple paraphernalia at the seventh pylon (south face, east massif) close to the
Bark Shrine of Thuthmoses III. These could indicate astronomical activity (timekeeping) in the
vicinity of these depictions, although it is more plausible that they merely indicate that astrono-
mers had been there in relation to a procession. I thank Chiara Salvador for sendingme the images
of these graffiti (Traunecker Archive, University of Oxford: Quire 5, R4.18–19, 21).
99 Jones 2007: 310.
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texts also indicate that prediction must have been part of the duties of the astron-
omer (see above),100 for instance, when establishing the length of priestly rotas.101

Perhaps the astral knowledge of this temple functionary only covered timing.
But most temple astronomers probably possessed knowledge about the skies that
goes beyond the ability to identify through observation the five planets that were
known in Ancient Egypt. The description of, for instance, Clement of Alexandria
(2nd–3rd cent. AD) makes this clear. His account is generally taken to be an
idealised description of the office of temple astronomer during the Graeco-Roman
period, but it may also be valid for earlier times.

In a famous passage from book six of his Stromateis, the author discusses the
realms of Egyptian “philosophy” as displayed by the knowledge of the indigenous
priests.102 He describes the different areas of wisdom by pointing to various books
whose content theywere supposed to know. Included in his enumeration is a priest
referred to as the Horoscopos (ὡροϲκόποϲ),103 literally “Hour Watcher”, who bore
the “insignia of astrology” (ἀϲτρολογίαϲ ϲύμβολα), by which one should under-
stand “astronomical insignia”, a horologion and a palm rod. Clement’s description
of the temple astronomer is well known from Egyptian images.104 The Horoscopos
was supposed to know by heart four Hermetic books. These concern (1) the
arrangement of the bright fixed stars; (2) the positions of the Sun and theMoon and
the five planets;105 (3) conjunctions (syzygies) and luminous appearance (phases)

100 Hoffmann 2016: 342–356.
101 Altmann-Wendling 2018: 789–790.
102 See Quack in this volume.
103 Clem.Strom.6.4.35. The title ὡροϲκόποϲ appears to be particularly connected with Egyptian
temple servants and is used elsewhere in the literature for a person engaged in astrological
activities, e.g. Gal.11.798 (2nd cent. AD). The term is also found as a designation for diviners in the
Alexander Romance, distinct from the γενεθλιολόγοϲ (Hist.Alex.Magn.β.1.4.12). Horapollo.1.42
and 1.49 (5th cent. AD), on the other hand, is in line with later lexical traditions, where the term
designates a person preoccupied with determining the time rather than someone engaged in the
casting of nativities. Note that the title does not appear in the papyri as a designation for temple
astronomers. There, for instance, ὡρολόγοϲ is attested in this function but only in texts from
Roman Tebtunis. The latter term also found its way into the literary tradition, e.g. Porph.Abst.4.8,
but without being a clear reference to someone who casts horoscopes (although of course this
could have been implied). The Coptic term ⲣⲉϥⲕⲁⲟⲩⲛⲟⲩ, literally “who appoints hours”, which
should be translated as “astrologer” or “caster of horoscopes”, is akin to both Greek expressions.
See Hübner 2020: 298–303 for the various terms designating astrologers. Papathomas 2006: 21–22
lists the attestations of the term ἀϲτρολόγοϲ in the Greek papyri.
104 E.g. Birk 2014: 84; Pfeiffer 2018: 683. Astronomers could also be depicted carrying other
instruments, such as a “trident” (Birk forthcoming).
105 See Winkler 2016: 271, n. 88. The phrase is actually found among the books carried by the
hierogrammateus. Although there is an error in the text, it must be assumed that this temple
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of the Sun and theMoon; and (4) rising times. According to O. Neugebauer the four
books are also attested in a temple context, namely in the title catalogue of the
library of the Edfu Temple.106 An Egyptian treatise designated as “Knowing the
Motion of the Two Shining Ones (viz. Sun and Moon), Ruler(s) of Stars” (rḫ nmt.t
n(.t) ḥꜣı͗.ty ḥqꜣ(.w) ḫꜣbꜣs.w)107 was thought by Neugebauer to correspond to the four
scrolls mentioned in the Greek text.108 If correct, these works cannot be Greek but
must be “proper” Egyptian ones.

Although it is not entirely evident what is implied by the content of all the
texts mentioned by Clement, the titles suggest a rather broad understanding of
astronomy. The fixed stars are known to have played an important role in Egyptian
religion. Nevertheless, exactly what is meant with the “order” or “regularity”
(τάξιϲ) of the two luminaries and the five planets cannot be known for certain, but
it may well refer to their periodic motion through the zodiac. The topic of syzygies
and phases of the Sun and Moon is more straight-forward, and probably involved

functionary also had access to such knowledge (e.g. Evans 1961: 190; Winkler 2016: 272, n. 89),
since they possess this capacity in, for instance, P.Hib. I 27 and PSI VII 760.
106 Neugebauer 1942: 238, though it is to be noted that Neugebauermisread the titles slightly (see
the following note). See also von Lieven 2020: 413.
107 Edfou III 351.4. See von Lieven 2000b: 49–50, n. 172; Altmann-Wendling 2018: 787, n. 52, for
the reading; Wagner 2018: 117–125 for the term ḫꜣbꜣs.w. An epithet of Imhotep in Dendara (XIII 58–
60): “Who speaks that which is to come before it is brought about; who knows the course of the
stars” (ḏd ı͗y.t n ı͗n(.t)⸗s rḫ nmt.t ḫꜣbꜣs.w) (Cauville 2010: 19) is surely related just as is the description
of Thoth: “Who reckons the sky and calculates its stars” (ḥsb p.t ı͗p ḫꜣbꜣs.w⸗s) (Wagner 2018: 117).
The inscription from Edfu can be seen as parallel to one found on a gnomon (Berlin 14085)
belonging to the astronomer Hor of the 26thDynasty (Borchardt 1899: 10–17): “The onewho knows
(rḫ) the motion (nmt.t) of the two discs (ı͗tn.wy) and every star in its place (sbꜣ nb r dmy⸗f)”.
Stockhusen 2012b: 460proposes that the reference to the two luminaries could imply knowledge of
how to calculate eclipses, although admittedly such a connection cannot be substantiated.
108 Jones 1994: 43 rightly points out that the books presented by Clement appear to have very
little to do with what can be called astrological practices. Whether the “books of the astrono-
mers” (nꜣ ḏmꜥ.w (n) nꜣwnm-wnw.wt)mentioned inP.CarlsbergXI 10.2, which contains a longer so-
called find-note of an astrological text attributed to Imhotep, refers to such treatises or not is
unclear. Note, however, that Quack and Ryholt 2019: 162 and 167 translate the phrase as “the
books of the astrologers”. The treatise mentioned in the introductory story is referenced later on
in the text as that of Imhotep (ḏmꜥ (n) I ͗y-m-ḥtp), the son of Ptah, the Great God, and seems to be
labelled as a “teaching concerning everymatter pertaining to the sky” (sbꜣ ẖr md.t [nb.t nty pḥ] ⌈r⌉
tꜣ p.t). We furthermore learn that the great sage explains numerous “drawings” (ṯk), which the
editors assume could mean “diagrams” (Quack and Ryholt 2019: 169). Even if the exact meaning
of the phrase is unclear, such a reading would accord better with a table of some sort usually
connected with astronomical rather than astrological content, though admittedly the boundary
between the two categories of texts is blurred, and what is left of the technical treatise is beyond
doubt astrological in nature. Note, however, that the so-called Vienna Papyrus on Eclipses and
Lunar Omens (see n. 86 above) contains numerous drawings.
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knowledge of such astronomical texts as the ones described above. The term rising
times is again more general. This may refer to the first visibility of planets or the
decans. The rising times of the zodiac signs or Sothis cannot be excluded either.
Whether Clement’s account can be taken to mean that these astronomers used
Babylonianmethods,109 as required for the casting of horoscopes, or that theywere
only schooled in Egyptian “religious astronomy”110 as contained in the “Book of
Nut”111 as suggested by Neugebauer and K. Ryholt,112 cannot be firmly determined.
The latter scholar also includes the astrological treatises as part of this func-
tionary’s competence; such works appear to have been abundant in a temple
environment.

Having access to such knowledge of the skies, the temple astronomer—at least
in theory—could engage in astrological practices by casting horoscopes.113 But
would such a person really pursue divination? Scholars have assumed that temple
astronomers could act as diviners (of sorts) already in earlier periods of Pharaonic
history. It has also been suggested that it was the temple astronomers who were
primarily responsible for dealing with the hemerological composition known as
the “Book of Good and Bad Days”.114 Even if these are not divinatory per se,
according to strict definitions, they deal with a set of related practices.115 In this
connection, the so-called Israel Stela of Merenptah (13th cent. BC)116 is relevant. It
mentions individuals who observe stars and winds as having uttered a kind of
prophecy about the pharaoh’s victory against his enemies. The fact that “Books of
Astronomers” are mentioned in relation to astrological writings in the Demotic
P.Carlsberg XI 10.2, a story about the discovery of astrological works, also suggests
that the temple astronomers were engaged in astrological activities.117 The ques-
tion posed above should therefore be answered in the affirmative. Astronomers did
participate in divinatory practices with the techniques that were at their disposal.
Depending on rank and locality, among other factors, they could serve awide array
of clients. The royal courtwas clearly interested in predictions about the future, but
hardly every practitioner would have been required to divine for the king. Yet

109 See Stockhusen 2012a: 85–105 for an overview of Babylonian astronomical knowledge in
materials from Roman Egypt.
110 von Lieven 2000b: 188–190.
111 von Lieven 2007.
112 Neugebauer 1942: 239; Ryholt 2005: 160. See also Jones 1994: 43.
113 E.g. Török 2009: 460.
114 Cumont 1937: 124; Sauneron 1960: 66; Jones 1994: 43; Dieleman 2003: 278–279.
115 Leitz 1994.
116 KRI IV 12–19 (e.g. Brunner 1973: 25–30; Quack 2002b: 168–169).
117 See n. 108 above.
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universal forecasts could surely be of relevance more locally as well.118 After
the introduction of horoscopic astrology, an innovation that spurred advances in
astronomy,119 it can be assumed that astrology was part of their repertoire.

5 Inscriptions of the Astronomers and
Astrologers?

5.1 Temple Astronomers

There are several more or less detailed descriptions of timekeeping from
the Middle Kingdom and onwards.120 From the Late period, for instance, a
stela belonging to Ankhhor (Montgeron 2007.4), the Chief Astronomer
(ḥry (ı͗my)-wnw.t/mr-wnw.ty), adds the extra information that he was one “who
knows the coming forth (viz. heliacal rising) of Sothis” (rḫ pr(.t) Spd.t). His son,
Hersenef, who is also mentioned on the stela, is styled in a similar way.121 Other
Late periodmonuments can be less informative. The stela of Ashaihy from the 30th
Dynasty is moremodest in terms of information. It only states that the owner was a
“knower of the skies” (rḫ p.t).122 The contemporary so-called Dattari Statue is an
example of an inscription that unveils the responsibilities of the owner of the
monument.123 The person who commissioned the inscription was a prophet
(ḥm-nṯr) and calls himself “the one who knows the hours with the help of the

118 For example, market prices of important commodities, such as crops, may have been pre-
dicted based on events expected to take place in the coming year, similarly to Mesopotamian
practices (e.g. Ossendrijver 2019: 53–78). Nile floods and agricultural yields are mentioned in the
Egyptian materials pertaining to universal predictions. P.Oxy. LXV 4473 specifically makes pre-
dictions on the height of the inundation based on stellar configurations. Such information would
have been invaluable to the temple and its sustenance. Additionally, it appears that P.Cair. II 31222
from Tebtunis was produced for a particular year: AD 134 (see n. 197 below). Since the text was
found at the site, one can envision that it was related to the affairs of the temple rather than being
destined for the Roman authorities.
119 Gieseler Greenbaum 2020: 443.
120 E.g. Willems 2007: 43 and 52–54 provide an example from the Middle Kingdom, the bio-
graphical inscription of Djehutynakht, while New Kingdom examples include Amunemhat (e.g.
von Lieven 2016: 207–231).
121 Dhennin 2012: 67–78, but see Birk forthcoming. That observing or predicting the rising of
Sothis was part of the astronomers’ standard repertoire can also be inferred from a passage from
the Myth of the Sun’s Eye (P.Leid. I 384 x 15–16): “They are concerned about you, just as the
astronomers are about Sothis” (st wbꜣ⸗t mı͗-qdy nꜣ ı͗my-wnw.wt [r] Spd.t).
122 Depauw 2001: 1–2.
123 See Guermeur 2005: 304–306 for the text in question.
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gnomon and the wnšb” (rḫ wnw.w(t) m mrḫ.t ḥnꜥwnšb),124 but is not labelled as an
astronomer. These inscriptions display astronomical knowledge, and that the
astronomers engaged in both observational and perhaps predictive astronomy
related to timekeeping, but that they hardly ever dealt directly with divination or
astrology. Such rather terse accounts, however, should not be viewed as encom-
passing the whole range of the astral knowledge of the person in question. They
are rather an expression of an aspect that the commissioner of the inscription
chose to emphasize.

Knowledge of the skies could also be expressed by more visual or material
means. “Zenon” was a high-ranking priest in Coptos and a courtier of Ptolemy II
Philadelphus.125 Although he lacks any titles pertaining to timekeeping, a steatite
gnomon (UC 16376)—an emblem of temple astronomers126—belonged to him.127

The instrument displays acquaintance with observational astronomy. One can
only speculate about the possible connections with his position at the Alexandrian
court in a time when the astral sciences had become more fashionable.

A handful of inscriptions from the last centuries before the turn of the Common
Era, for instance from Thebes, record the title of astronomer or even chief
astronomer.128 These inscriptions only rarely disclose much information about
their role as time keepers or anything that can be directly interpreted as pertaining
to celestial divination or astrology,129 which does not preclude that they engaged
in these arts. A reasonable explanation would be that astrology, or perhaps
specifically casting personal horoscopes, was not part of the ritual duties of
these priests. The latter duties were the ones stressed in the inscriptions. As ritu-
alists in a temple they had other obligations, and if one was moonlighting as a
diviner, this must have been regarded as secondary to his cultic responsibilities.

124 For this object, see e.g. Jasnow 2010: 242.
125 See Moyer 2011: 90, n. 22, for references to monuments of this dignitary as well as to dis-
cussions on how to read his name.
126 See Birk 2014: 81–87 for the stylistic features connected with statues of astronomers.
127 Guermeur 2003: 290–291; Symons 2020: 18–19.
128 Birk 2014: 81–87.
129 Cairo JE 43652 (Birk 2014: 81–84; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 111; Birk forth-
coming) announces that the owner of the statue, a Chief Astronomer of Amun (ḥry ı͗my-wnw.t n
I͗mn), worships the first lunar crescent as it appears, which has been interpreted as referring to
establishing the correct time for cultic acts. He also claims to be the one who announces and
divides the hours on another statue belonging to him.
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5.2 A Stargazer from the Fayum

Some of the astronomers went beyond stating that they had this title by providing
a more or less elaborate description of their area of competence. One text is
inscribed on the incompletely published statue belonging to Senty, son of
Pensuchos (Cairo TR 25/11/18/3),130 who was most probably active in the Fayum.
He was an “astronomer131 of the Domain of Souchos (n pr Sbk)”. The text is not the
only evidence through which one can see that the owner of the statue was an
astronomer. The statue itself was decorated in the manner typical of this occu-
pation, because Senty is depicted carrying a gnomon.132 Besides stating that he
participated in the divine cult and had inherited the office from his father, Senty
styles himself as one “who knows the hour correctly according to the will of the
god” (rḫwnw.tmtr ı͗b nṯr). He is also “the onewho proclaims (ḏd) the years (rnp.wt),
months (ꜣbd.w), days (hrw.w), and hours (wnw.wt) as well as the course (sb) of the
stars (sbꜣ.w) by observing (mꜣꜣ) their way (wꜣ.t)”.133 Aside from boasting about
participation in religious festivals, Senty was clearly interested in telling the world
that he knew time management through observational practices, and this was
stressed in both text and image. The reference to observing the motion of the stars
does not necessarily imply planets, since it could refer to stellar constellations
important for measuring time, such as the decans. At the minimum the statement
can be taken to imply that Senty was familiar with the regularities of the heavens.
Nothing in the inscription clearly discloses astrological activities. Yet, according to
the ed.pr., he describes himself using the following phrase found in biographies
and descriptions of sages such as Imhotep: “the one who announces what
is coming (sr ı͗y.t)”.134 Throughout most of Egyptian history this phrase and its
derivatives are, however, rarely associated with divination, but with the ability of
officials to anticipate or announce matters related to their profession as a result of

130 Daressy 1919: 276–278. The statue is further discussed by Clagett 1995: 489–490; Birk 2014: 87.
131 It is unclear whether the title is to be read as wnwn.w, “stargazer” (Wb. I: 318.11; Clagett 1995:
490;Winkler 2016: 273, n. 93), a rarely attested title (but see von Lieven 2000b: 42; Peust 2014: 376;
von Lieven 2020: 424), or aswnw.ty as suggested by Birk 2014: 87 following the ed.pr. (see Dhennin
2012: 77, n. 69; Altmann-Wendling 2018: 784, n. 23). The group can be discerned, though
the reading of the signs before the seated man determinative is uncertain. The first wn can be
understood as a converter, “while I was an astronomer”. For the period, however, one would
expect ı͗my-wnw.t rather than wnw.ty (see Birk 2014: 82).
132 See n. 126 above.
133 Daressy 1919: 278; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 111.
134 Cf. n. 107. Cannuyer 2010: 516, n. 1, refutes this reading but does not provide an alternative
interpretation. The verb is oddly written. The ed.pr. renders it as . What appears to be an
ideographic stroke is written under the first sign.
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their acquaintance with the teachings.135 Nevertheless, as divination and
divinatory treatises began to be classified as such,136 one can assume thatwhen the
phrase was attributed to mortals, it could also be connected to divination, as was
occasionally the case with deities and sages.137 Note, however, that the phrase on
Senty’s statue is not found directly adjacent to the description of his astral
knowledge.

5.3 Harentebo

A longer text (Cairo JE 38545) belonged to a man called Harentebo (usually known
as Harkhebis vel sim. in the scholarly literature), who was a dignitary in the
Delta.138 The date of the statue is debated. It has been ascribed to the 30th Dynasty
on stylistic grounds, while the early Ptolemaic period is also possible. Unlike
Senty, he does not style himself as an astronomer by providing a title. Instead he
describes the scope of the astral knowledge that he possessed. The relevant part of
the inscription reads as follows:139

The prince, governor, and unique friend, who is educated in the sacred script (mdw-nṯr),
who has seen (mꜣꜣ) all that is visible on earth and in the sky, who is educated in
observing (mꜣꜣ) the stars (ḫꜣbꜣs.w), among which there is no erring, who announces (šsr) the
rising (ꜥnḫ) and the setting (ḥtp) in their time together with (ḥnꜥ) the gods that foretell (sr) the
future (ḥn.tı͗), after he has purified himself for them in their days of coming forth, when the
Effective One (ꜣḫ) was beside the Phoenix (bn.w)140 above them so that he is able to pacify
them with his utterances (tp-r(ꜣ).w⸗f), the one who sees (mꜣꜣ) the rising (twꜣ) of every star in
the sky, who knows the coming of … (?) the great inundation and everything which will
come into being in a perfect year (rnp.t nfr.t), the one who foretells (sr) the coming forth
(pr(.t)) of Sothis in the beginning of the year, seeing (mꜣꜣ) her in her first feast, who

135 Cannuyer 2010: 284–543.
136 See n. 108 above. The hemerologies, for instance, can also be referred to as teachings (Leitz
1994: 428).
137 Ritner 1993: 36–37, n. 167. The epithets describe what in a wider sense can be regarded as
oracular qualities of the deities when declaring the future. When attributed to humans it possible
that it gradually became used in such a sense too.
138 For the latest treatment of this inscription, see Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020:
103–115; Gautschy 2020: 370.
139 The translation largely follows that of Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020:
104–106, who also provide a bibliography for the monument (see also Winkler 2016: 272–273,
n. 93).
140 Phoenix could refer to the planet Venus (Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 180–181 and 214;
Parker 1974: 52; Quack 2018a: 106–107; 2019) or in fact the Sun or the Moon can be implied by the
two terms (Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 105).
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calculates (ı͗p) her trajectory (nmt.t) to the times of touching the ground (dhn)141 (?), who
observes all that she makes so that everything that she foretells (sr) is in his hand, the one
who knows (rḫ) the northern (ḫd(.t)) and southern (ḫntı͗) path of the sun disk, who an-
nounces (šsr) all its omens (bı͗ꜣ.w) and all their revelations (dı͗(.t)-r(ꜣ)⸗sn), which produce
(dı͗(.w)-ḫp⟨r⟩)142 that which he says—for they have come into being, arriving in their (right)
time (nw⸗sn)—, who arranges (šbšb) the hours in accordance with the two times (day and
night) without confusion during the night in…… every… bringing (to the festival) at the
beginning of every month, who knows (swn) every visible (mꜣꜣ) thing in the sky since he
has waited for it, who is skilled (in interpreting) their winds (ṯꜣw(.w)) and their omens
(šm(.w)) …

After this, Harentebo seemingly switches topic and claims that he does not divulge
anything that he has seen, except to the regent. Whether the claims relate to his
astral activities or something else is not clear. The text then continues with an
enumeration of his other sacerdotal duties. He was also a “scorpion charmer”
(ḫrp-srq.t), a kind of physician,143 and he describes the responsibilities that came
with that title. Quack has shown that this part of the inscription quotes the chapter
treating the role of this priest in the so-called Book of the Temple.144 It is possible
that the astronomical part could also be quoting from that work, at least partially,
but the relevant section is not preserved.

The inscription informs us that its ownerwas a highly educated priest, one that
had gone through the higher echelons of the sacerdotal education. But what does
the inscription say about the astronomical knowledge of Harentebo?

The first statement that potentially can be attributed to some form of knowledge
pertaining to the sky, “whohas seenall that is visible on earth and in the sky”, appears
to be a boilerplate expression. It is also found in the so-called Book of the Temple
where the duties of the Priest of Sachmet (wꜥb Sḫm.t) are treated.145 It is, therefore,
unclear whether anything particular is implied due to the seemingly general nature of
the statement and its use in other contexts.146

The second assertion referring to astral knowledge poses a problem since it
can be interpreted in two ways. The stars (ḫꜣbꜣs.w) themselves may be the ones

141 Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 105 leave the phrase untranslated but suggest the
translation in a footnote.
142 Copt. ϫⲡⲟ (Derchain 1989: 78).
143 Von Känel 1984: 201–203; Quack 2018a: 106. See also the chapters of Clancier and Agut-
Labordère and of Quack in this volume.
144 See Quack in this volume.
145 See Quack in this volume.
146 It has been suggested that the divinatory text known as the New Kingdom Menologion
(Vernus 1981: 89–124, esp. 101–104), which is explicitly directed to a wꜥb-priest, was used by the
Priest of Sachmet (von Känel 1984: 239–240).
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“without erring”, and are thus to be understood as fixed stars,147 which do not
visibly change their position relative to one another. An alternative interpretation
is that the phrase relates to the owner of the inscription: he is an unerring stargazer.
The phrase thus becomes one of a more general nature.148 The first interpretation
makes sense in the light of what is reported by Clement of Alexandria; the first
Hermetic book that the temple astronomer was supposed to be acquainted with
concerned precisely this phenomenon (see above).

Harentebo then goes on to state that he announces the rising and setting
together with the “gods that foretell the future”.149 The rising and setting probably
refer to the fixed stars, but may also signify the decans. Since their course across
the heavenly vault was important for chronometry, it is possible that this is what is
implied. One can assume that the astronomer speaks about other stars than those
referred to as rising (twꜣ) further on in the text.150 The second statement has been
interpreted as referring to either the planets151 or the decans;152 both can be
designated as gods and both were used for making astrological predictions.153

Considering how indistinct the phrasing is, it is even conceivable that Harentebo
includes both categories of celestial bodies in his statement. However, they
constitute another entity than the ones implied by the rising and setting due to the
presence of the connective conjunction ḥnꜥ.

The passage could of course pertain to astrology—it is impossible to
know for certain. If it is taken to refer to the decans, it is possible that
Harentebo, instead of talking about proper astrology, alludes to the effect of
these entities as described on the so-called Naos of the Decades.154 Rather than
providing prognostications depending on various configurations of planets and
constellations, the text describes how the decans affect life on earth by appearing
in the sky.

It is difficult to interpret the details of the passages concerning the astrologer
purifying himself, the “Effective One” being besides the “Phoenix”, and the
pacification of these entities with his utterances. It is unclear whether the

147 Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 214; Dieleman 2003: 285; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen
2020: 109. See n. 107 above for the term ḫꜣbꜣs.w.
148 Derchain 1989: 76; Quack 2018a: 106.
149 Cannuyer 2010: 514–518.
150 One suspects that this is a stock phrase without any particular reference. It merely signifies
that Harentebo is aware of every star found in the sky.
151 Dieleman 2003: 285, n. 55.
152 Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 104.
153 E.g. Quack 2019.
154 von Bomhard 2008. See also Leitz 1995: 6–38; Quack 2010: 175–181.
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inscription is dealing with the Sun and the Moon or Venus and a decan.155 What is
described may relate to such ideas as found on the above-mentioned naos,
particularly as the decans were held responsible for terrestrial events, including
the Nile flood and various calamities.156

The inundation is the next topic mentioned by the inscription. In the Egyptian
calendar, its date gradually changes, and Harentebo indicates that he is able to
make adjustments to arrive at the correct day for this event. Consequently, the next
topic refers to the appearance of Sothis, whose heliacal rising ideally occurred at
the beginning of the inundation. The inscription states that Harentebo is able to
predict the date and follow the star through its visibility in the sky before it dis-
appears at thewestern horizon. Though the star has a regularmovement across the
sky, the astronomer claims to be able to calculate (ı͗p) its course—just as Thoth or
Imhotep.157 That is not all that Harentebo does, however, since he declares that he
has command over what Sothis foretells. This seems to be a reference to celestial
divination involving the stars.158 The practice may have entailed computing
zodiacal positions of the planets, as is attested in several papyri. Simpler methods
could also be involved, such as considering the colour of the star in conjunction
with weather phenomena.159 Yet, amore conservative interpretation would be that
he is not really referring to divinatory practices but to natural events and feasts

155 See n. 140 above. Parker 1974: 52 suggested that if the text indeed refers to Venus (bn.w), the
stargazer possibly alludes to divinatory techniques based on Venus phenomena similar to those
known fromMesopotamia. Quack 2018a: 107 rejects such a view. In this connection, note that there
are recordsdetailing themotionof Venus that spannedasmuchas a century (Ryholt 2018: 144), but
for now one can only speculate about a connection. Quack 2019 also mentions a procedure text
involving Venus from the same locality.
156 von Bomhard 2008. The purification surely refers to some kind of religious act. A speculative
suggestion would be that the stargazer took part in a cultic action to make sure that the decans
produced beneficial outcomes rather than negative ones. Yet it is perhaps more prudent to un-
derstand the phrase as referring to some kind of ritual cleansing that was supposed to take place
before entering service as a stargazer. References to ritual cleansing are found in divinatory
contexts. As an example one canmention a lecanomantic text of the New Kingdom, P.Turin 54065
(Demichelis 2002: 154), where the practitioner is referred to as a “sage” (rḫ-ı͗ḫ.t). The same can be
found in numerous instances in P.Mag. in connection to performing divinatory rituals.
157 See n. 107 above.
158 So already Neugebauer and Parker 1969: 213; Derchain 1989: 86–87. See also Quack 2017b:
191–192.
159 Note that P.Cair. II 31222 (see n. 18 above) possibly mentions winds in connection with the
appearance of Sothis. Yet it cannot be excluded that the sign in question in fact represents the
name of the planet Jupiter, which could be written in the same way (e.g. Neugebauer 1943: pl. 4;
Dieleman 2005: 159, n. 35), although there is no clear star determinative visible on the published
photograph.
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following the rising of the star. Similar considerations can be made regarding
Ankhhor’s statement about Sothis.

Next Harentebo turns to his knowledge of the Sun’s southern and northern
voyages. The phrase clearly refers to thewinter and summer solstices.160 That is, he
is able to predict these dates and fromwhen the days become shorter or longer. But
his knowledge of the Sun also stretches into the realm of divination, as indicated
by the statement that he announces all the omens of the Sun. The word translated
as “omens” isbı͗ꜣ.w, which literallymeans “wonders”, if it is not just a variant plural
spelling of bı͗ꜣ.t, “amazement” or “confusion”, which can be written in the same
way.161 The same root also designates “oracle”. The “omens” announced by
Harentebo can be definedmore precisely. It is likely that the statement refers to the
ability to predict solar eclipses. Such a conclusion is not only to be drawn from the
fact that solar eclipses are the most prominent omens related to the Sun, with a
reasonably long history in Egypt,162 but also because of a proximity between the
term used by Harentebo and bı͗ꜣ.t. The Coptic derivative of the latter word is ⲉⲃⲏ,
which compounded with ⲉⲓⲣⲉ means “darkness” and is used to describe eclipses
just as its Demotic forerunner ꜣbꜣ.t (vel sim.).163 The fact that ı͗r is lacking is of
secondary importance. The term appears as ı͗by.t in the “Book of the Temple”.164 To
be able to announce eclipses implies that Harentebo, at least in theory, could

160 E.g. Derchain 1989: 78; Altmann 2010: 101–103; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020:
109.
161 E.g. Wb. I: 440.3; Wilson 1997: 308. See also Graefe 1971: 113–139.
162 See n. 86 above for the so-called Vienna Papyrus on Eclipses and Lunar Omens. Already
during the Third Intermediate Period eclipses were recorded as portents, e.g. in the “Chronicle of
Prince Osorkon” (Jansen-Winkeln 2007: 186–196; Ritner 2009: 362–363). Summaries of the dis-
cussions surrounding this document are provided by von Lieven 1999: 103, n. 157; Krauss 2007:
211–223; Thijs 2010: 181–182. Other eclipses in Egyptian literary and religious texts are discussed by
e.g. Smith 1991: 105–108; Ryholt 2011: 63 (P.Berlin 13588); Altmann 2010: 91–97 (Urk. VI). P.
Carlsberg XI 5 contains an episode which probably refers to such practices. It mentions the
observation of the “disc” (ı͗tm) for divinatory purposes, but the stargazers notice that Orion, lit.
“Star of Osiris” (syw n Wsı͗r), was displaced from its path (wḫꜣ⸗f r tꜣy⸗f mı͗.t).
163 E.g. Vycichl 1984: 38. Although there have been different interpretations of the etymology
(Smith and Tait 1984: 45; Quack 2002b: 168), the fact that bı͗ꜣ.t is oftenwrittenwith an initial ı͗ in the
Graeco-Roman period (Graefe 1971: 149) further enhances the standard interpretation. A specu-
lative suggestion would be that the meaning of ꜣbꜣ.t and ⲉⲃⲏ is derived from the fact that the word
was applied to omens of the Sun and the Moon, i.e. primary eclipses, and therefore took over this
meaning in the popular language. Note that what is interpreted as the same word with an abstract
prefix added ⲙⲉⲧⲉⲃⲏ still means “amazement” in the Bohairic dialect, which also can render the
word as ϩⲉⲃⲓ. The addition of ϩ can perhaps be compared to ϩⲧⲟⲟⲩⲉ, which etymologically comes
from hꜣ.w dwꜣ.w*, “time of morning” (Vycichl 1984: 317). That is, hꜣ.w bı͗ꜣ.t* would literally be
translated as “time of amazement/confusion”.
164 Quack 2002b: 168.
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calculate when they occurred. It is conceivable that such methods had reached
Egypt from Mesopotamia; Babylonian astronomers were able to predict eclipses
with some success165 and a top-of-the-line astronomer, such as Harentebo, would
surely be acquainted with them. Note that this is precisely what some astronomers
a few centuries later claim to be able to do (see below). The prediction of lunar
eclipses is also known from at least the first century BC. The statement that follows
also seems to hint at precisely this. Besides disclosing that he is able to reveal the
prognostications based on eclipses—perhaps to the court: his relation to the king
(nb tꜣ.wy) is thematised later on in the inscription166—he stresses that they occurred
in due time (ḫpr.n⸗sn ı͗y r nw⸗sn), which probably means just as he had predicted.
Although not a direct textual parallel, the text on the statue may give an insight
into what was implied by the passage referring to eclipses found in the so-called
Book of the Temple.

Thereafter Harentebo returns to more ordinary matters, stating that he is
able to divide the hours properly. By this he probably insinuates that he is able
to use a gnomon, a clepsydra, and a sundial167 as well as being acquainted
with texts that explain the length of the hours of day and night throughout the
seasons. By referencing the beginning of the month, Harentebo boasts that he is
able to determine the first crescent, which defines the beginning of the lunar
month. This date was important for establishing priestly services and festivals
celebrated in relation to the Moon; and here the astronomer may be mentioning
leap days.168

The section of the text that treats Harentebo’s astral knowledge is concluded
by a statement about his general experience: “Whoknows every visible thing in the
sky since he has waited for it”, that is, spent time observing or learning about the
phenomena. The fact that the stargazer stresses both observational and predictive
practices in relation to the celestial bodies throughout the inscription confirms this
conclusion.

The final statement refers to divination; he claims to be skilled in (interpreting)
the winds and omens (of the sky).169 Here Harentebo proclaims that he was
engaged in techniques of celestial divination that have been known in Egypt at
least since the New Kingdom, andwere conducted by a sort of mantic specialist.170

These techniques were probably based on the Mesopotamian celestial divination

165 E.g. Steele 2000: 421–454.
166 Derchain 1989: 79–80; Clagett 1995: 492.
167 See n. 98 above.
168 SeeAltmann-Wendling 2018: 114–116 and 786; Altmann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 109.
169 The reading was originally proposed by Ritner 1993: 36–37, n. 167.
170 See n. 116 above.
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series Enuma Anu Enlil or a prototype thereof.171 Such texts are attested in Egypt
from the New Kingdom until the Graeco-Roman period in Egypt.172 At the time
Harentebo lived, such techniques would have been far from novel in Egypt.

The inscription is a key piece of evidence for understanding the role of
Egyptian astronomers in the period under discussion. In addition to being able
to determine and divide the various chronological cycles, such as hours, days,
seasons, and years, operating with longer and seemingly more irregular temporal
patterns was also part of their repertoire of skills. Their ability to predict solar
eclipses implies that they were able to predict lunar eclipses with some success,
using a similar technique as presented by P.Berlin 13146–7. Though it is not
explicitly stated, onemust imagine that being able to calculate the periodicmotion
through the zodiac of the planets and their synodic periods was part of the
repertoire. An astronomer was thus sufficiently equipped to cast even more
advanced horoscopes for natal astrology. Yet there is no evidence that Harentebo
participated in such an activity. On the other hand, as has already been pointed out
by several commentators, there is plenty to show that he was engaging in various
forms of celestial divination, from eclipse omens to brontoscopic predictions and
perhaps Sothis omens.173 The statue reminds us that the astronomers possessed a
broad repertoire of knowledge and that they sometimes served as diviners, as is
known for other types of priests.

5.4 A Family of Practitioners

In Roman-period Dakke and Philae, a few inscriptions preserve relevant infor-
mation about the astral knowledge of priests. In particular, Graf.Dak. 30 (3rd cent.
AD), Graf.Phil. 410 (3rd cent. AD)174 and 421 (AD227/228) are relevant.175 These
inscriptions commemorate the presence of Nubian priests participating in rituals
at the sites. They were commissioned by members of the same family, several of
whom engaged with astral knowledge. The beginning of the first inscription is
written with hieroglyphs, while the second part uses Demotic. The other twomake

171 See e.g. Koch 2015: 163–182.
172 Parker 1959; Roccati 1984: 249–253; Collombert 2014: 15–26. See also Quack 2017b: 189–206.
173 The statements about the “gods that foretell the future” and “what Sothis foretells” can viably
go beyond mere stock phrases (see nn. 135 and 137 above) in Harentebo’s case, particularly since
he explicitly refers to other divinatory techniques.
174 The suggested date is probable, but the inscriptions remain largely undated.
175 Astronomers (ı͗my-wnw.t or similar) connected to the cult of Isis are found in Graf.Phil. 60, 61,
and 65 (Quack 2018b: 120).
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use of Demotic and a fewHieratic insertions, particularly in the latter text. This use
of mixed scripts indicates a higher level of learning, as is fitting for men with
elevated sacerdotal positions.176

The graffito of Harenyotef, son of Wyekye (Graf.Dak. 30),177 refers to him as a
man of many sacerdotal titles. Alongside several that connect him to Isis and
Thoth, he is also royal chief ritualist (ḥry-tp) in Kush and great sage (rḫ-ı͗ḫ.t wr),
which presents him as an equal of the legendary Imhotep.178 The titles that
directly pertain to things celestial are: prophet of Sothis (ḥm-nṯr Spd.t), overseer
of the motion of the Moon (ı͗my-r(ꜣ) mšꜥ n I͗ꜥḥ),179 priest of the five planets (p(ꜣ) wꜥb n
pꜣ 5 sbꜣ(.w) ꜥnḫ.w) , and “onewho knows the time(s) of solar and lunar eclipses” (nty
rḫ wš n ı͗r(.t) ꜥby n Rꜥ I͗ꜥḥ).

The same person is also attested in Graf.Phil. 410 together with his brother
and bearing similar titles as in the aforementioned inscription. Those pertaining
to astral knowledge are styled slightly differently, however. The brothers refer to
themselves as “(Those) who know the appearance of the five planets” (nty rḫ nꜣ šꜥ.w

176 Moje 2014: 126–127.
177 The name of the father means “star” (Pope 2008/2009: 89–90; Rilly and de Voogt 2012: 213).
Although it is tempting to see connection between onomastics and profession, it is probably a
coincidence.
178 The title is to be read as “great sage in the towns of the Great Green” (rḫ-ı͗ḫ.t wr m nı͗w.wt n
Wꜣḏ-wr). It can be compared to an inscription from Debod mentioning the legendary sage
Imhotep (Wildung 1977: 174), who is called “chief scribe of Upper and Lower Egypt” and “great
sage in the whole land” (rḫ-ı͗ḫ.t wr m tꜣ r-ḏr⸗f). See Coulon 2006: 20 for similar titles. Depauw
2001: 2, n. 7, considers the title of the Nubian dignitary to have astronomical connotations. That
rḫ-ı͗ḫ.twas connected to astrology as a form of divination can perhaps be seen in the Coptic word
ⲁϣⲉⲩ, “astrologers”, which may come from said term or rḫ.w, “knowers” (Černý 1976: 21).
179 von Lieven 2020: 411, n. 1. There are other readings of the title. The first sign, which is read as
ı͗my-r(ꜣ) has been understood as the prepositionm in the ed.pr. and is followed by e.g. Pope 2008/
2009: 89; Moje 2014: 125–126; Nagel 2019: 679; Ashby 2020: 158. Török 2009: 459–461; andQuack
2018b: 121 suggest ı͗my-r(ꜣ) for the first sign but understand mšꜥ as “army”, “crowd”, or “troop”,
i.e. the title ı͗my-r(ꜣ) mšꜥ, “general”, instead of “voyage”, “step”, or “regulation” (vel sim.) of the
ed.pr. This reading would point to a cultic association of the Moon and suggest that the titles
refer to religious roles of the celestial bodies rather than proper astronomical knowledge (though
the latter is of course not excluded by the former). This interpretation is followed by e.g. Alt-
mann-Wendling and Stockhusen 2020: 111–112. von Lieven’s suggestion is supported by the fact
the word in question is written with the walking legs determinative. The verbmšꜥ is connected to
the Moon in the Vienna Eclipse Papyrus (col. iv 7) and to planets in, for example, OMM 65
(Menchetti 2009: 232–233) as well as the so-called procedure texts relating to Mercury (Ossen-
drijver andWinkler 2018: 393).Mšꜥ is also attested in connection to stars in the so-called Book of
Nut (von Lieven 2007: 359). The Demotic expression nꜣmšꜥ.w n tꜣ p.t in the Canopus Decree, given
asmṯn.w p.t in the hieroglyphic version, renders the Greek διακόϲμηϲιϲ τοῦ πόλου (Parker 1959:
20).
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n pꜣ 5 sw.w ꜥnḫ.w) and “find the time of solar and lunar eclipses” (gm wš n ı͗r ꜣb n pꜣ
Rꜥ I͗ꜥḥ).

Wyekye, son of Harenyotef, who is commemorated in Graf.Phil. 421, was
probably the father of the two above mentioned stargazers. He enumerates fewer
titles but was also linked to Isis, and he held the position of royal chief ritualist of
Kush. His connection to the stars is limited to being a prophet of Sothis, overseer of
the motion of the Moon, and priest of the five planets.

From the titles in Graf.Dak. 30 and Graf.Phil. 421 one gets the impression that
there was a stellar cult connected to Sothis, the Moon, and the five planets. It is
more probable, however, that the sacerdotal titleswere away of conveying areas of
astral knowledge. They were merely a cultic paraphrasis. The actual phenomena
are, however, describedwith the same terminology as found in astronomical texts.
This is at least suggested by the inscription in Graf.Phil. 410. Instead of being the
“priests of the five planets”, Harenyotef and his brother are described as the “ones
who know the rising (times) of the planets”. That can be assumed to include the
knowledge of their periodic planetarymotion through the zodiac, synodic periods,
and other phenomena. Considering that the rising of the planets is specified in
relation to the zodiac,180 it is not unlikely that they were able to cast horoscopes
with this knowledge.181 In general, it is probable that the individuals in question
possessed much of the same knowledge as described by Harentebo. That Hare-
nyotef and Wyekye were prophets of Sothis could imply that they were able to
“calculate” its path in a similar way as the astronomer from the Delta, rather than
this being a reference to a cult of Isis-Sothis.182Whether they engaged in divinatory
practices related to Sirius is not certain, but the title prophet could certainly imply
something in that vein,183 particularly since they appear to be connected to a royal
court. Considering the Zeitgeist of the 3rd century AD, it would be unusual if they
were not familiar with such techniques. The title “overseer of the motion of the
Moon” suggests that they were able to predict its motion, perhaps also to predict the
first crescent and knowledge of its 25-year synodic period. Finally, the ability to
calculate eclipses signals a high level of astronomical knowledge that surely sub-
sumed other tasks, such as being able to establish the season, the length of the

180 E.g. Ossendrijver and Winkler 2018: 391.
181 The existence of a faïence zodiac dish, UC 43929 (Lacovara 2005: 110), dated to the Graeco-
Roman period fromMeroë underlines familiarity with such techniques and the impact of astrology
in the region. It is possible that this is a fragment of a pinax (see n. 31 above). Only the depictions of
Capricorn (goat-headed fish) and Aquarius (child holding an eel) are preserved. These two signs
were misinterpreted in the publication as Pisces and Aries.
182 Török 2009: 459–460.
183 See e.g. von Känel 1984: 279; Mertens 1989: 262. Note that a προφήηϲ is deliberating astrology
with Plato in the Greek P.Ryl. II 63.
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hours, the solstices, etc. Due to the ominous nature of eclipses, one can be fairly
certain that a scholar capable of predicting them would also engage in eclipse
divination.

The celestial phenomena mentioned in the inscriptions at Dakke and Philae
predominantly point to predictive astronomy rather than observational practices.
Since the priests refer to the rising times of planets and the timing of eclipses, their
astronomical engagement reached beyond mere timekeeping. As seen above,
Harentebo engaged with both predictive and observational practices. The latter
cannot have been unfamiliar to the Nubian stargazers either. As astronomers, their
duties would by and large include tasks similar to those of their colleagues further
up the Nile. That is, to observe the celestial bodies, perhaps from an observatory
such as the one atMeroë.184 Theway they expressed their astral knowledge departs
from earlier inscriptions by more strongly highlighting phenomena relevant to
astrology. This might reflect the spirit of the time. In the wake of the “zodiacal and
mathematical turns” in the astral sciences, astrology and eclipse predictions
gained the same prominence as determining time and annual celestial events in
earlier periods.

5.5 Characterising the Stellar Scientists

The inscriptions show that the astronomers particularly highlight their ability to
measure or announce time and predict phenomena of the major celestial bodies,
thus foregrounding their knowledge of the constitution of the skies, while their
ability to forecast the future was less frequently stressed. The ability to “announce
time” may, on the other hand, not be as plainly defined an activity as it first
appears: the process of constructing a horoscope could be referred to as “calling/
reading the hour” (ꜥš-wnw.t).185Much of the technical knowledge of the astronomer
is in line with the requirements for performing celestial divination or making

184 See n. 98 above. Since the capability to establish times was crucial for correctly performed rites,
and depictions of zodiacs in temples have been connected to rituals (see n. 5 above), Ashby 2020:
155–158 suggests that the epithets were mentioned with particular reference to cultic activities in
which the priests participated at Philae. Their competence to perform such tasks is apparent from the
inscriptions, but it is too narrow an appreciation of the passages.
185 Menchetti 2009: 231points to thepinax inP.Mag. iv 21,which is calledpyngsn ꜥš nwnw.t, and that
the process of laying out the stars for an astrological consultation in the ostraconOMM782 is referred
to by the same term, albeit partially reconstructed. The expression is certainly partially related to the
Coptic collocations ⲣⲉϥⲕⲁⲟⲩⲛⲟⲩ, “astrologer” (see n. 103 above) and ⲁϣⲥⲓⲟⲩ (ꜥš-sw.w). The latter is
to be understood as a synonym to the previous expression but was earlier used as a technical term
pertaining to astronomy.
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astrological predictions. The fact that rising times or eclipses are calculated—
phenomena that did not have any direct practical purpose for timekeeping—invites
such a conclusion. As already stated, one can assume that the astronomers
discussed above participated in divinatory activities, even if these were not
directly, or separately, emphasised in their autobiographies or commemorative
inscriptions.

The preserved inscriptions belonged to individuals from the higher echelons
of the priestly hierarchy, but evidence suggests that astronomers were not
necessarily always high-ranking priests. Astral knowledge or astronomical duties
are also attested among temple servants belonging to the lower sacerdotal
ranks.186 At the same time, only infrequently do the texts detailing specific areas of
astral knowledge attribute the title of astronomer to the commissioners of the
inscriptions.

One can compare the situation with the so-called Israel stela, which
mentions the stargazers without providing them with titles known elsewhere but
with epithets describing their knowledge. A passage from the mythological
narrative of P.Carlsberg XI 5 also fits this pattern. The passage describes how
certain stars are displaced as an ominous sign. Thereupon one of the main pro-
tagonists orders sages to be brought. The text seems to imply that these men had a
connection with Mesopotamia, but due to the fragmentary nature of the manu-
script the specifics are unclear. They are instructed to scrutinise (gšp) the sky and
observe (nw) the disk in order to interpret the signs. Following the orders, they read
their books in order to unravel the situation. The interpreters of the sky are, as far as
can be seen from the incompletely preserved fragment, not referred to as astron-
omers, but as wise men.

6 Astronomers and Astrologers at Tebtunis

Evidence for astral knowledge at Tebtunis can be found inmultiple texts of various
sorts from the site.187 Though many of these are difficult to date beyond the first or
second century AD, several documents suggest that a number of people with
connections to the local temple had access to such knowledge.

186 Winkler 2016: 273–274. Perhaps needless to say, the calendrical reforms introduced by
Ptolemy III Euergetes mentioned on the Canopus Decree point to a widespread basic under-
standing of the relations between astronomical events and timekeeping. Cf. also P.Insinger xxxii 5:
“He created the constellations, which are in the sky, so that those who are on earth know them”
(tw⸗f ḫpr sḫn(.w) nꜣ nty ẖn tꜣ p.t ı͗w nꜣ nty ḥr tꜣ ı͗r-rḫ-st).
187 Winkler 2009: 361–375.
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Several indications that this was the case already in the Ptolemaic period are
found in documentary texts. At the end of the second century BC, the temple notary
Haryothes, son of Harmysis,188 is attested in a number of papyrus deeds that he
drew up for the inhabitants of the village: e.g. GEM 66581 (134 BC); P.Cair. II 30628
(119 BC); P.Köln.Dem. 2 (BC 110). A few years into his career, hemust have acquired
the office of temple astronomer. In at least three texts (P.Cair. II 30607–30609) from
period BC 128–124, he signs the documents that he drew up using the title “temple
astronomer of Tebtunis” (ı͗my-wnw.t (n) tꜣ ḥw.t-nṯr (n) Tꜣ-nb-tꜣ-tny). This suggests
that he signed them while also possessing this role in the temple. Since priestly
offices could be bartered, it is plausible that he acquired the office of temple
astronomer a few years into his tenure as a temple scribe, which would explain
why he did not use the title in the first deed inwhich he is attested (GEM66581). For
unknown reasons, he may subsequently have sold the office. He did not use the
title while signing the later documents, such as P.Köln.Dem. 2. This reveals that
more than one person among the priests was able to conduct the duties connected
with the office (assuming that the person who possessed the title also fulfilled the
responsibilities that came with it).

In the Roman period, there are indications among the documentary papyri
that the same situation persisted. That is, more than one person was able to carry
out the tasks of the astronomer. The Greek P.Tebt. II 599 (2nd cent. AD) contains
an offer for the purchase of the office of the prophet in the temple. As part of the
offer, the person also promises to carry out other priestly duties, among which
those of the astronomer.189 Lists of priestly expenses from the temple (e.g. SB
XVIII 13118), however, suggest that there was only one remunerated office holder
at one time.

The number of such officials probably depended, at least in part, on the size
and economic strength of the institution in question. The abovementioned statues
of astronomers from Ptolemaic Thebes show that there were multiple priests with
such duties in the temples there, and inscriptions from Dendara and Edfu also
mention a plurality of astronomers.190 The same can be understood from Graf.Phil.

188 Winkler 2016: 273, n. 94.
189 In a few papyri, primarily from second-century AD Tebtunis (P.Lund III 9; P.Tebt. II 294, 295,
and 599), the sacerdotal duty of the βαιοφορία, which implies the carrying of a palm staff or
branch, is attested. Although it is not entirely clearwhat the office implies (Perpillou-Thomas 1993:
188–189), it has been suggested that it is connected to temple astronomers (Pfeiffer 2018: 683, n.
56), since the latter carried such an implement (see n. 104 above). Nevertheless, the suggestion is
complicated by the fact that the office of theὡρολόγοϲ ismentioned separately from the βαιοφορία
in P.Tebt. II 599. If the latter is connected to astronomy, perhaps the two titles indicate various
ranks or different duties of the same trade.
190 Derchain-Urtel 1989: 178–180.
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421, where two brothers announce their acquaintance with the stellar arts. The
depictions of astronomers at work also involve two individuals taking part in the
observation ofmovements in the sky.191 Even if scholarship generally assumes that
two astronomers observed the night sky in order to measure time, and perhaps a
pair for each phyle, R. Birk has recently convincingly argued that astronomers
could carry out this task alone with the “astronomical trident”.192

Unfortunately, no hitherto published document from Tebtunis shows that the
astronomers were also engaged as astrologers, though it is beyond doubt that
they were able to do so, having the expected standard skillset that came with
their office. Priests who pursue astrological activities are attested already for the
Ptolemaic period. In addition to astrological manuals, texts connecting entire
biographies to zodiac signs have been found at the site along with astronomical
papyri from the same period.193

There is other evidence for particular astrologers in Tebtunis. As has been
noted, Panesis, son of Pakebkis, a priest of the Soknebtunis sanctuary during the
second half of the second century AD, was probably the individual who wrote the
astrological text(s) of P.CtYBR 1132 and P.Carlsberg 420.194 According to Ryholt, he
composed the latter astrological manual by means of collation. The fragmentary
colophon is restored as follows: “This is its very end, it being written (i.e. copied)
and it being corrected in accordance with that which was written before
him (i.e. collated)” (ı͗w⸗f pw nfr [ı͗w⸗f] sẖ.w ı͗w⸗[f nfr] ⌈r⌉-ẖ.t pꜣy-sẖ wbꜣ⸗f).195 Besides
copying literary texts (e.g. P.Tebt.Tait. 15),196 it is fairly certain that Panesis was
able to use Greek astronomical tools; he clearly was able to read and write Greek,
even if at a low level, as is shown by PSI X 1143 (AD 164), a Greek document that he
himself signed.

It is not known if he was indeed engaged as a temple astronomer. No
documents indicating this survive, but we know that he was styled as ἱερεύϲ in
Greek documents. This title is rather generic, but in a Demotic document,

191 See Fig. 1 in Depuydt 1998b: 173. See n. 189 above, however.
192 Birk forthcoming.
193 Ryholt 2018: 143–144 understands the texts as collections for the study of astrology, perhaps
recordings of actual lives used to construct astrological handbooks; several of the events that
occurred for the mentioned individuals are paralleled among the predictions of the Demotic
astrological manuals. A reversed process is also conceivable, however.
194 Winkler 2016: 275–277. See Ryholt 2017: 177–182; 2019: 506–507 for other scribes attached to
the Tebtunis sanctuary.
195 Ryholt 2017: 174.
196 Winkler 2016: 277, n. 111. His taste for scholarly activities is perhaps also shownby the fact that
the letter P.Cair. II 31220, which Panesis wrote, is addressed to a prophet (ḥm-nṯr), who is also
called a sage (rḫ-ı͗ḫ.t).
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P.Tebt.Tait. 22, his priestly position is specified as m-nṯry. From what can be
gathered, this title seems to be specific to the Soknebtunis sanctuary, but it is
questionable whether it signifies an elevated rank.197

What, if anything, is known about the scribe who penned the astrological
manual of P.Carlsberg 81? He wrote the text was likely active during the second
century AD, as suggested by the palaeography of the text. Unfortunately, no name
or title has survived that can be attached to a specific individual. It is fairly certain
that the same scribe penned at least one so-called Sothis text, P.Cair. II 31222, a text
relating to universal omens.198 That one and the same priest, viz. astrologer,
engaged in both kinds of astrology should be no surprise. Practitioners of this
art who wrote in Greek could often treat both kinds of phenomena. If Jones’s
understanding and dating of the Cairo text is correct,199 the astrologer can be
placed in the mid-second century AD—Jones dates it to AD 134—and we can
postulate that this man still engaged in casting the fortune of the coming year. It
also suggests that Sothis texts were kept for “practical reasons” by the priests
rather than being merely theoretical exercises from a bygone time or something
only used by astrologers directly connected to the royal house.

There are other individuals—unfortunately remaining nameless to us—who
were engaged in several areas of knowledge in addition to the astral arts. One

197 Quack 2013: 111–116. The so-called Book of Fayum suggests that the title was the local
designation of the wꜥb-priest.
198 See n. 18 above.
199 The preserved part of the text begins with a heading introducing the “Influences of Sothis”
(nꜣ sḫny n Spd.t), uponwhich the forecasts beginwith the position of theMoon in Sagittarius. These
are followed by the prognostications of the five proper planets in their correct “Chaldean order”.
Saturn and Jupiter are found in the same zodiac sign. The remaining three planets (Mars, Venus,
and Mercury) are said to be in Gemini, though the entry of Venus is not preserved. Hughes 1951:
256; andQuack 2017b: 201 reconstruct the last poorly preserved lines as an entry relating to the Sun
in Sagittarius, following the explanation given by Hughes 1951: 256–257. Instead of organising the
entries by planet in various zodiac signs according to their order, as the Sothis text in PSI inv. D 39
does (at least for the superior planets), he suggested that the text, or at least the preserved part,
operates on a principle of “conjunction” and “opposition”. First it began with the three first
mentioned celestial bodies being in the sign opposite the rising planet, while the other celestial
bodies were in the same one. The reconstructed section beginning with the Sun would take the
reverse approach, i.e. the rising was to be observed in the evening. It is possible, however, that the
Cairo text in fact is not amanualper se, but an extract froma “Sothis Text”. Jones 1998: 131 suggests
that the configurations displayed reflect a proper calculation for a particular year, which in that
case would be AD 134. The only planet that appears to be miscalculated is Mercury, which is also
one of themore difficult to accurately place. In the papyrus, it has a longitude in Gemini according
to Hughes, while it in fact would be in Leo.
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person, whose handwriting resembles the style of the scribes at Narmouthis, wrote
P.Carlsberg 66,200 a treatise concerning natal astrology based on the decans, and a
narrative text.201 Another, who is commonly referred to as the “Nun-Hand”, wrote
at least one astrological manual relating to universal forecasts (P.Carlsberg 688),
but also “historical narratives, a mythological narrative, a cult-geographic
manual, a cosmology, a religious hymn or manual” and finally also “a dream
book, and a prophecy”.202 Yet another person who wrote a treatise relating to
decans and prognostications made for women (PSI inv. D 35) also penned a
number of narrative texts.203 The combination of, for instance, dream interpreta-
tion and astrology was also by no means alien to the Graeco-Roman astrologers,
who were, inter alia, medics, pharmacologists, magicians, and engaged in other
types of divination.204 Other Egyptian sources, such as the autobiography of
Harentebo, also inform us that some Egyptian priests were specialists in various
areas beyond astrology. The above-mentioned inscriptions at Dakke and Philae
suggest something similar.

Papyri from other localities point to the same phenomenon, even if one
cannot always connect the texts directly to a temple environment. While the corpus
of the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri contains ample references to astrological
practices, onepapyrus in the group standsout:PGM LXII (3rd cent. AD). It contains a
number of horoscopes as well as magical texts. P.Oxy. XLVI 3298 is a notebook of a
practitioner active during the third century AD. In addition to containing an elab-
orate horoscope—the longitudes of the planets in the zodiac signs are given—and a
simple one, it includes a brief note with instructions on how to perform a dream
oracle.205 This again shows that astrologers were not limited to one craft within the
divinatory trade but engaged in a wider array of techniques that a customer might
wish to consult.

One might, of course, object that those who produced the mentioned Demotic
manuscripts were just professional scribes who compiled them for others. But the
evidence suggests that such texts often were copied by the very same person who

200 Chauveau 1992: 101–105.
201 Ryholt 2017: 181.
202 Ryholt 2017: 181–182. See also Quack 2014a: 122.
203 Ryholt 2017: 181.
204 See e.g. Gury 1996: 243–245. A different view is adopted byHeilen 2020a: 431, who claims that
the two trades, astrologers and magicians, were mostly separate. He bases his argument on what
he sees as a relative paucity of interconnected materials. They are also treated as such by Rives
2011: 679–692. For the dream interpreters in Egyptian sanctuaries, see Renberg 2016: 717–734.
205 The text is republished as Suppl.Mag. II 85.
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used them later on in one capacity or another.206 The divinatory texts, furthermore,
do not seem to be part of the “theological holdings” of a temple. One can, therefore,
assume that the manuscripts were kept as personal copies, potentially stored in a
collective archive or library. The discussion above shows that the priestswhowrote
the astrological manuals were not only ritualists in the service of the crocodile god
Soknebtunis; some of them were also “scientific polymaths”. In other words, the
priesthood, which included several astrologers, was interested in all areas of
scholarly knowledge.

As a final remark, it can be added that even if one cannot precisely date all of
the astrologers at Tebtunis, the quantity of individual hands attested in the various
astrological and astronomical texts suggests that several practitioners of this art
were active in the temple at the same time. As a consequence, the potential client of
an astrological consultation could choose from multiple “dealers of fortune”.
Regrettably, the material does not reveal much about how the astrologers divided
the market among themselves. Yet a few horoscopes from other localities suggest
that clients who had their nativity cast and were dissatisfied with the consultation
could have another one made for them.207

7 A Few More Astrologers and Their Horoscopes

Tebtunis is not the only site from which there is evidence for astrologers. Aside
from the above-mentioned inscriptions a small assemblage of horoscopic ostraca
from Athribis in Upper Egypt provides further information about astrologers in
the Graeco-Roman period. At least seven such texts are currently kept by the
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.208 The texts in question record nativities that can

206 One can point to the various episodes in the Setne I and II Cycles in which protagonists copy
magicalmanuscripts, which they are supposed to use as amodel. See Love 2020 for a discussion of
the such practices in the two narratives. The topic in the temple environment is also discussed by
Wespi 2016: 184–185. Two papyrus letters, P.Carlsberg 21 and 22 (Zauzich 2000: 53–57), also relate
to copying practices. The first text states that someone has borrowed two medical works, pre-
sumably so that he could copy them for his own use. In the second case, however, it seems that
someone prepared copy for another person rather than replicating the source for himself.
207 Cf. Jones 1999a: 1.249 and 1.260 (P.Oxy.Astron. 4247). See also the so-called Horoscopes of
Anubion (e.g. Heilen 2015: 265–266).
208 Winkler 2018: 304, nn. 34–35. Sandra Lippert informed me that during the excavations at
Athribis she found further examples of such texts proving their provenance. Winkler 2018: 300, n.
18, erroneously stated that they were Theban. Some of the suggestions made for readings can also
now be corrected: e.g. the sign D1, which was misinterpreted as Leo, is in fact Aries and the one
indicating the planet Mars cannot be read as suggested, but it is correct that it represents said
planet.
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be dated from the early years of Queen Cleopatra VII (O.Ashm.Dem. 641) until
the later parts of the reign of Augustus (O.Ashm.Dem. 634), a time span that
covers roughly half a century. As such the corpus contains the oldest extant
nativities from Egypt.209 Nevertheless, one should not automatically assume that
the horoscopes were composed near the birth date recorded. The texts with
nativities dating to the Ptolemaic period could well have been written during the
Roman era.210

Unlike most horoscopes written in Egyptian, which can only be described as
simple horoscopes, the Athribis texts testify to an advanced level of astrology. In
addition to listing the standard information found in a basic horoscope, they
provide the longitudes of the planets in each zodiac sign and state in which terms
they were. The texts also consider prenatal syzygies of theMoon and relate them to
the year of the lunar cycle.211 In addition to the four cardinal points, they also
include calculations of several astrological lots, such as the Lot of Fortune (špšy.t)
and the Lot of the Daimon (šꜣw).212

The texts are written in a combination of Demotic and Hieratic. Though most
writings of the names of the planets or the zodiac signs are condensed down to one
sign, the principles that were followed can be compared to those employed in the

209 The Greek horoscope BKT X 29 records a nativity that can be dated to 29 BC; then there is a
leap of almost two decades before the next example, BGU III 957, from 10 BC.
210 O.Ashm.Dem. 641 records a nativity from 48 BC and contains the following dating formula:
“Regnal year 5 of 22” (ḥsb.t 5.t n 22(.t)). The last figure refers to the total number of regnal
years of Cleopatra VII. Since the length of her reign would have been unknown prior to her death,
the textmust have beenwritten no earlier than the reign of Augustus. Though the idealmight have
been for younger children to be taken to diviners to have their futures predicted, it is clear that
peoplewent to astrologers as adults or at least in their adolescence. The same can be inferred from,
for instance, P.Berlin 8279. The sign entry almanac must have been written down some time after
AD 42 but the preserved dates belong to the reign of Augustus: 18 BC until AD 12 (e.g. Quack 2014b:
89). See also, n. 207 above.
211 See, for instance, O.Ashm.Dem. 633, which dates to regnal year 8 of Cleopatra VII (22 April 44
BC), and mentions lunar year 13 (ḥsb.t 13(.t)); the cycle began in 57 BC. The position of the Moon is
stated in l. 4 as 20.5° in Gemini, and defined as the terms ofMars. Then another position is provided
as 6° in Libra. The latter position is again defined as in the terms of a planet, namely Saturn. The
position coincides fairly accurately with the previous full Moon with respect to the date of birth.
Other texts belonging to the same group further indicate the triplicity of the prenatal syzygy. There
are also later Greek examples of horoscopes that take the prenatal syzygies into consideration
when establishing a horoscope (Gieseler Greenbaum and Jones 2017).
212 For the lots, see Bouché-Leclercq 1899: 288–297; Neugebauer and van Hoesen 1959: 8–9;
Heilen 2015: 1158–1182; Gieseler Greenbaum 2016. In the present corpus these should not be
confused with the places of the Dodecatropos, which are referred to in similar ways. The shared
terminology suggests a close connection behind the two concepts. This will be expanded upon
elsewhere.
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contemporary monumental inscriptions found on temple walls. Not only does this
indicate a higher level of writing knowledge (at least as far as can be judged from
the rather abbreviatedwriting found in the horoscopes), but theway several names
are written also connects to theological doctrines, which stresses the sacerdotal
schooling of the astrologers who compiled these horoscopes.

It is clear that the texts were written by a number of individuals and that they
record nativities up to approximately half a century apart. Unfortunately, it is not
known if they were active at the same time or in succession. Since the texts offer
only a limited repertoire of signs, it is difficult to assess how many scribes were
involved, but at least two of the texts, O.Ashm.Dem. 519 and 741, appear to be
signed by the astrologers who compiled them, a rare feature among such mate-
rials.213 Unfortunately, both texts are fragmentary. The first sherd contains two
partially preserved horoscopes. One can be fairly precisely dated because of the
reported planetary positions, which point to 36 BC, while the other contains a
reference to the 10th year of a lunar cycle. The preserved astronomical information
suggests a date in 23/22 BC. The second text can be tentatively dated to the first
quarter of 19 BC based on the preserved planetary positions.

Two individuals appear as potential practitioners. Harnouphis, the superior
priest (Ḥr-nfr pꜣ wꜥb ꜥꜣ), wrote O.Ashm.Dem. 519.214 The title can be con-
nected with priests who accessed the inner sanctum and were responsible for the
daily ritual. As noted above, the superior priests had access to the higher
echelons of sacerdotal education, even if they were not the highest-ranking
temple dignitaries.215 The name and title is placed at the left edge of the text. On
its own, it could hypothetically be taken as that of the native, particularly given
that adults also sought the advice of astrologers. Clients could be mentioned by
titles as is known from, for example, O.Glasg.Dem. 1925.96, which derives from
Roman Memnoneia216 and was produced for Belles, son of Pasemis, the chief
pastophoros (ḥry ı͗ry-ꜥꜣ).217 There, however, the name of the native and that of
his father, who is mentioned with the title, are written where expected: after the
dating formula. The horoscopes from Athribis that mention the natives by name
regularly do so in the same place. O.Ashm.Dem. 741 seems to confirm the

213 See Heilen 2020a: 431; Hübner 2020: 310.
214 See also Capponi 2017: 161.
215 See n. 82 above.
216 Quack 2008/2009: 104–112.
217 If the father himself did not compile the horoscope, the instance is a reminder that not all
temple servants engaged in, or had access to, astral knowledge. For the title in question, see
Hoffmann and Quack 2014: 127–155.
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assumption that Harnouphis was the compiler of O.Ashm.Dem. 519.218 The last
lines of O.Ashm.Dem. 741, which follow the astronomical information, provide a
name and a title. The name, which is partially preserved on the penultimate line
of the text, is probably best reconstructed as Apollonios. Only the first four letters
are preserved before the text breaks off: Ꜣpl⌈n⌉[—: 219 The last line containing
the title is faded, but one can still see that he was styled as the chief
pastophoros.220

These horoscopes were probably kept in the archives of the temple, and
therefore not handed out to the customers. As indicated above, at least one piece
found in the Ashmolean Museum (O.Ashm.Dem. 519) contains two horoscopes on
one ostracon.221 One can only speculate about the relation between the two
nativities. It is possible that these texts were kept by the practitioners in case the
customer came back and asked for another prognostication for the same horo-
scope. Instead of redoing the calculations, the astrologer could turn to his files in
order to check the positions before conducting a new astrological consultation. A
potential factor as to why these particular horoscopes were kept by the astrologers
is that it was cumbersome to compile them, more so than most known horoscopes
of the basic type. On the other hand, the far simpler horoscopes from Narmouthis
were also preserved by the temple personnel.222

Why the names of the practitioner were added is unclear. It is possible that
this was done for archival purposes, to hold the astrologer accountable for his
calculations. Another possibility is that the compilers took pride in their work
in much the same way as Titus Pitenius probably did when he produced his
horoscope for Hermon (P.Lond. I 130). S. Heilen understands his methods as an
attempt to imitate Egyptian practices and the prelude to the horoscope as a bid to
connect himself to the sages of Egypt.223 Titus wanted to make known that he was
well versed in this type of intellectual pursuit.

218 Note that neither text is fully intact, and in both cases the dating formula in the first line(s) is
lacking.
219 Even if the name is Greek, it says little about the ethnicity of the holder, especially since no
patronym is preserved. The name appears to have been common in this locality as well as having
been borne by both Egyptians and by those who identified as Greek.
220 Another poorly preserved word follows that is difficult to interpret.
221 Cf. Jones 1999a: 1.249.
222 Gallo 1997: xxxiii–xxxiv; Naether and Ross 2008: 84; Ross 2020: 518–521. For the horoscopes
from Memnoneia, Neugebauer 1943: 120 assumed that they too belonged to an archive, while
Quack 2008/2009: 111 asserts that the ostraca come from private contexts and that the finds
represent the expected distribution of such texts across a settlement of that type.
223 Heilen 2020b: 263 and 265.
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Be this as it may, these texts, just as several others, suggest that there were a
number of individuals who were able to act as astrological practitioners in the
temples, and that theywere scatteredamongvariouspriestly ranks, confinedneither
to the low-ranking pastophoroi or regular priests, nor only to the highest echelons.

8 Conclusion

Although the Egyptians engaged in divination, including techniques relating to
various heavenly phenomena, at least from the time of the New Kingdom,
astrology came into vogue during the Graeco-Roman period. Right from the
beginning there appear to have been specialists of various techniques of divina-
tion, including prognostication based on celestial phenomena. Such activities,
however, left only a small impression on the textual record of the practitioners.
Although individual inscriptions relate to astronomical practices throughout the
Pharaonic period, it is not until shortly before the Graeco-Roman era that more
detailed clues emerge about the kind of astral knowledge that these specialists
possessed and about the different practiceswhich they pursued in connectionwith
astrology or celestial divination.

In the private inscriptions, astronomical knowledge was treated with more
reverence than astrological knowledge, as far as such a division can bemade. This
may seem strange, considering that, for instance, temples were decorated with
zodiacs. The inscriptions, however, usually stress cultic roles of the owner, a
function that astrology largely seems to lack. The explanation for this lies in the
fact that the temple zodiacs, although based on the same doctrines as the astrology
practiced by the Egyptians, did not primarily serve a divinatory purpose. They
depicted the moment of creation and as such had a theological relevance. The
situation is similar with tombs and coffins adorned with depictions of zodiacs
arranged so as to fit the date of birth of the tombowner. Rather thanprimarily being
a “hidden horoscope” disclosing the life lived by the occupant, they assisted his or
her rebirth in the hereafter by recreating the moment of the original birth. Tombs
were, after all, modelled on the temples and they partially fulfilled a similar pur-
pose. The evidence posed by inscriptions, documentary texts, and the manuals
themselves sheds light on the temple zodiacs and those found on coffins and in
tombs.224 The theological innovation depicted by these monuments was not

224 Since the zodiacs provide a date of birth of the tomb owner, one can only speculate about any
potential connection to the practice of providing a precise birth date in a few Ptolemaic-period
autobiographies. That the latter referred to horoscopic practices is disputed, however (see n. 2
above).
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elusive knowledge. It was part of the repertoire that came with becoming a priest
and thus must, unsurprisingly, have been understood by a large proportion, if not
all, of the temple personnel as well as the tomb owners.225 The related art of
divination, astrology, received part of its credibility through the prominence of
astral knowledge in the temples and its significance in theological doctrines. This
connection can also be seen in the fact that the practitioners held epithets and titles
associated with the divine patrons of these arts, such as Imhotep, or gods like
Thoth. They claimed to possess the same type of knowledge as the legendary sages,
and used them to model their activity. The underlying perceptions of the sages
may, in fact, be understood as idealised reflections of the practitioners about their
own role as scholars. They stressed their knowledge of the mechanics of the skies
and thus also of the world’s constitution.

Numerous textual and material artefacts from Graeco-Roman Egypt demon-
strate the importance of astrology to Egyptian culture. That the lion’s share of
traceable astrologers can be tied to the temple environment has long been known,
but the discussion here has fleshed out and detailed that connection. As astral
knowledge turns out to have been widely accessible to the temple personnel,
irrespective of position, its practitioners can be found among priests of many types
and different ranks. Engaging in astral science could not only generate supple-
mentary income for the temple servants, but also provide them with additional
social authority because it enabled them to extend their services into the realm
of popular religion. Astrologers who engaged in natal horoscopy clearly had an
interest in making universal forecasts as well and their activities did not end there.
They were also engaged in several other areas of “science”, which accords well
with the image of the Egyptian priest provided bymany aGreek and Latin author as
a learned “polymath” versed in all sorts of “arcane”wisdom. To the priesthood as a
collective, however, it was hardly arcane.
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Astral Science in Transformation: Zodiac” (885478) financed by the European
Research Council under its Horizon 2020 program, Advanced Grant scheme.
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